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The Honorable Mary Schapiro The Honorable Gary Gensler
 

Chairman Chairman
 

U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission Commodity Futures Trading Commission
 

Co-Chair, Joint CFTC-SEC Advisory Co-Chair, Joint CFTC-SEC Advisory
 

Committee on Emerging Regulatory Issues Committee on Emerging Regulatory Issues
 

100 F Street, N.E. Three Lafayette Centre
 

Washingcon, DC 20549 1155 2pt Street, N.W.
 

Washington, DC 20581 

Re: Exchange- Traded Funds. the Market Events ofMaJ 6. and General Market Structure Comments 

Dear Co-Chairs Schapiro and Gensler: 

The Investment Company Institute is the national association of U.S. investment companies, including 

mutual funds, closed-end funds, exchange-traded funds (ETFs), and unit investment trusts (UITs). 

Members of ICI manage total assets of$11.42 trillion and serve almost 90 nlillion shareholders. 

Institute members held 28 percent of the value ofpublicly traded U.S. equity outstanding at the end of 

2009. Institute members have a strong interest in ensuring that the securities markets are highly 

competitive, transparent, and efficient. 

As the Joint CFTC-SEC Advisory Committee on Emerging Regulatory Issues continues to examine 

the market events ofMay 6, 2010, and evaluates recommendations relating to market structure issues, I 

hope you will consider the ICI's initial findings and recommendations, particularly as they relate to 

exchange-traded funds. We agree with Chairman Schapiro's recent testimony regarding May 6. 
including that the extreme volatility on that day revealed gaps and weaknesses in some aspects of 

current market structure, and that the pattern ofevents explains why ETFs were disproportionately 

affected. We strongly support the SEC's recent initiatives to address some of those gaps, and urge the 

Commission, the CFTC, and the Committee to continue exanlining ways to improve the current 

market structure for the benefit ofall investors. 

To provide additional information on the Institute's views on May 6, recent rulemaking initiatives to 

address those issues, and possible improvements to market structure more generally, I enclose the 

following submissions we have previously provided to the SEC: 

1.	 ICI analysis on the effect ofaberrant trading on May 6 on ETFs (originally submitted as an 

appendix to our first circuit breaker comment letter) 
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2.	 ICI comment letter on the SEC's Concept Release on Equity Market Structure, dated April 21. 

2010 

3.	 ICI subnlission to the SEC'sJune 2. 2010 Roundtable on Market Structure. dated June 1.2010 

4.	 ICI follow-up submission to the June 2. 2010 Roundtable on Market Structure. dated June 23. 
2010 

5.	 ICI comment letters on the SRO Single Stock Circuit Breaker proposals. dated]une 3.2010 

andJuly 19.2010 

6.	 ICI comment letter on the SRO Clearly Erroneous Executions proposals, dated July 19. 2010 

*	 * 

We encourage the Committee to meet with ETF sponsors as it continues its review ofthe events of 

May 6 and the impact on ETFs, and considers additional recommendations on improvements to the 

current market structure. We expect to provide you with additional analysis in the near future. 

Thank you for your consideration ofour views. Ifyou have any questions. or ifwe can provide any 

additional information. please do not hesitate to contact me at (202) 326-5901. 

With very best regards. 

Paul Schott Stevens 

President and CEO 

Enclosures 

cc:	 Brooksley E. Born
 

John J. Brennan
 
Roben F. Engle
 
Richard G. Ketchum
 
Maureen O'Hara
 

Susan M. Phillips
 

David S. Ruder
 

Joseph E. Stiglitz
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Investment Company Institute
 

Effect ofAberrant Trading on May 6 on ETFs
 

On Thursday, May 6, 2010, the U.s. securities markets experienced a briefbut precipitous 
decline in securities traded on exchanges. This market event impacted both individual securities and 
exchange traded funds ("ETFs"). As a result of the decline, many trades were cancelled according to the 
securities markets' "clearly erroneous rules," which provide the various securities exchanges with the 
abUity to cancel trades effected at prices that were sharply divergent from prevaUing market prices. For 
trades effected on May 6, the exchanges determined to cancel any trades effected from 2:40 p.m. to 3:00 
p.m. at prices 60 percent away from the last trade at or before 2:40 p.m. ETF trades comprised a 
majority of the cancelled trades; approximately seventy percent according to the joint CFTC/SEC 
preliminary report on the May 6th events. Following are several hypotheses for the predominance of 
ETF trades being cancelled as compared to those of individual securities. It is unclear how many 
factors, or how the confluence ofthose factors, caused the aberrant trading or contributed to the large 

number ofcancelled ETF trades. There is no indication, however, that ETFs themselves (i.e., the ETF 

product) were the cause oj; ora contributingfactor to, the market decline. 

I. Background on ETFs 

An ETF is an investment company whose shares are traded intraday on stock exchanges at 
market-determined prices. ETFs publish information about their portfolio holdings daUy. Each 
business day, an ETF publishes a "creation basket," a specific list ofnames and quantities ofsecurities 
and/or other assets designed to track the performance of the portfolio as a whole. ETF shares are 
created when an "authorized participant," typically a large institutional investor such as a market maker, 
provides the daUy creation basket to the ETF in exchange for a "creation unit" that consists ofa 
specifIed number ofETF shares. The authorized participant/market maker can either keep the ETF 
shares or sell them o~ the secondary market. ETF shares may be redeemed when an authorized 
participant/market maker returns the specifIed number ofshares in the creation unit to the ETF, in 
exchange for the daUy"redemption basket"-a set ofspecific securities and/or other assets contained 
within the ETFS portfolio. 

The price ofan ETF share on the secondary market is influenced by the forces ofsupply and 
demand. WhUe imbalances in supply and demand can cause the price ofan ETF share to deviate from 
its net asset value ("NAV"), substantial deviations tend to be short-lived. Two primary features ofan 
ETF's structure promote trading ofan ETF's shares at a price that approximates the ETFs NAV: 
portfolio transparency and the abUity for authorized participants/market makers to create or redeem 
ETF shares at NAV at the end ofeach trading day. 

ETFs offer transparency by publishing their creation baskets daUy. In a~dition, ETFs contract 
with third parties (typically market data vendors) to calculate a real-time estimate ofan ETFs current 
value, often called the Intraday Indicative Value ("lIV"), using the portfolio information an ETF 



publishes daily. IIVs are disseminated at regular intervals during the trading day (typically every 1S to 
60 seconds). Investors can observe any discrepancies between the ETF's share price and its IIV during 
the trading day and when a gap exists between the ETF share price and its IIV (or other estimate ofthe 
ETF's underlying value), investors may decide to trade in either the ETF share or the underlying 

. securities that the ETF holds in its portfolio in order to attempt to capture a proflt-. This trading can 
help to narrow that gap either by moving the price of the ETF share closer to its IIV or moving the 
prices ofthe underlying securities so that the IIV moves ~loser to the price of the ETF share. 

The ability ofauthorized participants/market makers to create or redeem ETF shares at NAV 
at the end ofeach trading day ~so helps an ETF trade at market prices that approximate the underlying 
market value of the portfolio. When a deviation between an ETF's market price and its NAV occurs, 

authorized participants/market makers may buy or sell creation units at NAV to capture a profit. 
These actions help keep the market-determined price ofan ETF's shares close to its NAV. 

II. Importance ofProperly Functioning Securities Markets and an Efficient Market Structure 

The large and sudden price dislocations experienced on May 6 and the subsequent number of 
ETF trades that were cancelled were, at least in part, the result offlaws and inefficiencies in the current 
u.s. market structure. As discussed below, due to the nature and composition ofETFs, these securities 
may be more susceptible to sudden imbalances ofsupply and demand and sharp movements in prices 
than individual stocks. Changes to the structure of the markets already being discussed in response to 
the events ofMay 6 (such as circuit breakers) should address some ofthe issues that contributed to the 
large number ofcancelled ETF trades ifa similar event occurs again. 

A.	 Fragmented Trading Rules Ledto Severely LimitedLiquidity, Which Negatively 
ImpactedETFs 

The securities markets are highly automated and have become increasingly complex and 
fragmented, particularly over the last few years. The rules governing the markets, however, are 

inconsistent and have not kept pace with the level ofcomplexity and growth oftrading venues. For 

example, while the trading ofETFs has shifted from the traditional specialist floor-based model to one 

driven solely by electronic market makers, controls, such as human intervention to override algorithms, 
have not kept pace with the speed ofexecutions. These inconsistencies were a contributing factor to 
the May 6 trading and subsequently to the number ofcancelled ETF trades. 

Specifically, during the afternoon ofMay 6, the NYSE went into "slow mode" after speed 

bumps, i.e., "liquidity replenishment points" ("LRPs") were triggered due to the sharp decline in many 

securities. LRPs are designed to reduce volatility by temporarily converting the execution oforders 

from an automated market to a manual auction market when a price movement ofa particular size i.n a 
stock is reached. 
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Many ofthe stocks comprising ETFs are NYSE-listed stocks. Despite some ofthese stocks 
. being in slow mode, however, Regulation NMS permitted other securities markets to ignore quotes on 
the NYSE, effectively shutting offa large pool ofliquidity. In addition, the ETFs themselves, which are 
predominantly listed on NYSE Arca and NASDAQ were still being executed on a fast and automated 
basis. I 

At the same time the NYSE was in slow mode, several exchanges declared "selfhelp" against 

NYSE Arca, where ETF trading volume is highlyconceritrated. Declaring "selfhelp" is permitted 
under Regulation NMS when one exchange believes that another exchange is experiencing systems 
problems. "Selfhelp" allowed t4ese exchanges to exclude the quotations ofNYSE Arta from their 
determinations ofwhether any other exchange had a better price to which they must route orders for 
execution. 

.~ 

The combination of the NYSE going slow and other exchanges declaring selfhelp against 

NYSE Arca severely limited liquidity on those exchanges that continued to execute orders in an 
automated fashion. For a group of 120 relatively large, liquid ETFs tracked by Investment Technology 
Group (ITG), time-weighted average bid depth and ask depth measured at IS second intervals of the 

displayed limit order book for the nrst ten levels of the book dropped precipitously during the twenty 
minute period from 2:40 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. (Figures 1 and 2).2 These measures indicate that liquidity for· 

these ETFs essentially disappeared during this timeframe on May 6th
• Bid depth declined rapidly from 

about 350,000 shares at 2:40 p.m. to a low ofaround 20,000 shares at 2:49:45 p.m. Bid depth slowly 
moved back up over the remainder ofthe day to around 200,000 shares before dropping offat the close. 

Ask depth has a very similar pattern. Ask depth declined from around 300,000 shares to a low 
ofabout 20,000 shares at 2:49:45 p.m. Ask depth also slowly moved back up over the remainder of the 
day to around 200,000 shares before dropping offat the close. Despite the recoveries, bid/ask depths 
after 3:00 p.m. on May 6th still were well below the average for the same time period on May 3rd through 

May 5th
• 

1 ETFs with lower liquidity have a disproportionate share of traded volume on Arca- S9 percent of the volume 
for ETFs with average daily volume of less than 100,000 shares have historically traded on Arca. Source: NYSE 

AReA Vision. 

2 Figures are included in Appendix A, which also shows information on time-weighted bid/ask depth for May 3rd 

through May 7th
• 
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Prices ofexchange-traded securities began to be negatively impacted due to the severe imbalance 
ofsell orders to buy orders. For much ofthe twenty minutes between 2:40 p.m. to 3:00 p.m., the trade 
imbalance for these 120 ETFs, measured at 15 second intervals, was negative, indicating that sell orders 

exceeded buy orders (Figure 3).3 The trade imbalance fell to a low ofnearly negative 22,000 shares at 
2:42:45 p.m. 

Figure 3 

Market Plunge on May 6, 2010: 14:40 - 15:00 

Average 15sec Trade Imbalances of 120 ETFs 
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Source: Investment Technology Group 

3 Figure is included in Appendix B, which also shows trade imbalance information for May 3cd through May 7th 

and the average number of trades. The average number of trades peaked at 2:45:30 p.m. which coincides with 
the peak in volume for these ETFs. 
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B.	 IncreasedDemandfor ETFs During Volatile Times Intensified the Market Impact on 

ETFs 

With the prices of individual securities and ETFs declining and the securities markets executing 
orders in markedly different manners, the markets became increasingly volatile. Midquote (the 
midpoint between the bid and ask) volatUity, measured at 15 second intervals for these 120 ETFs, 
soared between 2:45 p.m. and 3:00 p.m., reaching nearly 250 basis points at 2:49:30 p.m. (Figure 4).4 

Figure 4 

Market Plunge on May 6,2010: 14:40 -15:00 

Average 15sec Midquote Volatility of120 ETFs 
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4 Figure is included in Appendix C, which also shows midquote volatility information for May 3rd through May 
]th. 
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When markets arc volarile, cradingvolume in ETFs generally increases (Figure 5).5 The daily 

volariliry index (VLX) and aggregate ETF volume are highly positively related, with a correlation 

coefficient between rhem of0.83 (the highest possible is 1.0). 
.. 

Figure 5 

Daily ETF Volume and the VIX Volatility Index 
January 3,2005 - May 14,2010 
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ETFs provide an efficient way CO gain exposure co a broad segment of the markets, as opposed 

co buying and selling all of the individual scocks comprising the basket ofan ETF. They ate therefore a 

useful cool fOt hedging or otherwise quickly gaining market exposure, which is particularly important in 

a volatile market. On May 6, as the markets began co decline significantly, investors increasingly turned 

co ETFs; this inCteased demand pm pressure on their prices as liquidity declined. Aggregate ETF 
volume spiked when the DowJones \Vilshire 5000 Index was declining (Figure 6). 

Figure 6 
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c.	 Severe Lack ofLiquidity CausedSpreads to Widen and Trades to be Executedat 

Untenable (~CClearly Erroneous") Prices 

On May 6, the demand for ETF liquidity increased at a time when supply dramatically 
decreased. The extreme price volatility ofthe underlying stocks comprising the baskets ofmany ETFs 
and uncertainty over whether and when trades could be cancelled caused market makers. who normally 

*1	 would be making cwo-sided markets in ETFs, to pull out ofthe market, significantly decreasing the 

supply of liquidity for ETFs. One way that traders can "step away" away from the market is co widen 

the bid/ask spread. The average time-weighted spread for 120 ETFs widened enormously between 2:45 

p.m. to 3:00 p.m.• reaching a peak of670 basis points at 2:48 p.m. (Figure 7).6 The "normal" average 
. ;r spread for these ETFs is in the range of4 to 5 basis points. 

'"':'r

'. Figure 7 

Market Plunge on May 6, 2010: 14:40 - 15:00 
Average 15sec TWA Spread of 120 ETFs 
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6 Figure is included in Appendix D. which also shows average time~weighted spread information for May 3rd 

through May 7rh• 
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In addition to market makers, other professional traders, namely high frequency traders, did 
not participate in the market on the buy side in many stocks that suffered extreme price declines? At 
least one ofour members can confirm that quotes that ~ould normally refresh every second went 
several minutes without refreshing. These developments likely contributed to the disparity between the 
prices ofETFs and the prices of individual securities comprising the ETF basket. 

As market makers stepped away the influx oforders qUickly swept through available liquidity 

on the exchanges' order books resulting in orders, particularly market orders, breaking through many 
price levels in an effort to obtai~ an execution at any price. For 120 ETFs, hidden order (i.e., reserve 
order) buy and sell volume was significantly higher than normal dUring the twenty minute period on 
May 6th likely refleCting that the limit order book was being run through as reserve orders were hit at 
each level before executions moved down to the next level ofthe book (Figures 8 and 9).8 

Contributing further to the execution ofETF orders at prices that were ultimately cancelled 
waS the practice of"stub quoting." Stub quotes, which are entered by market makers as essentially place 
holder quotes, and can be as low as a penny, are never intended to be the prices ofactual trades. 
Nevertheless, on May 6, many ofthese stub quotes were executed as the only bids left in some stocks. 

7 High frequency traders function as liquidity providers in ETFs, but have no obligation or incentive to trade the 
securities during times ofmarket stress. 

8 Figures are included in Appendix E, which also shows hidden order information for May 3ed through May 7th
• 
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Figure 8 
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Market Plunge on May 6, 2010: 14:40 - 15:00 
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As has been reported, there appear to have been a large number ofstop loss orders on brokers' 
books without limits that turned into market orders, increasing demand for individual stocks and ETFs 
and exacerbating price declines. Anecdotal evidence from a few retaU-oriented brokerages indicates . 
that this was the case. One large broker found that 60 percent ofits broken ETF trades were stop loss 
orders, 36 percent were market orders, and 4 percent were limit orders. Data from two other brokers 
show that even higher percentages ofbroken ETF trades were stop loss orders: 86 percent.and 70 
percent, respectively. 

III. Precipitous Drop in Individual Stock Prices Caused Subsequent Drop in ETF Prices 

ETFs are generally comprised ofa basket of individual stocks. Naturally, due to the nature of 
the composition ofETFs, a significant and abrupt move in the price ofan individual stock will impact 
the price ofan ETF. When the markets are functioning normally, ETFs adjust well to significant 
changes in prices ofindividual stocks. 

During the trading events ofMay 6, we believe that as individual stocks suffered significant 
declines in their prices, the prices ofETFs with those stocks in their baskets experienced declines similar 
to the individual securities. As the prices ofindividual stocks declined, computers monitoring the share 
prices ofETFs and comparing them to the fair value of their underlying components began to try to 
arbitrage the difference away, e.g., selling an ETF and attempting to buy its underlying securities, as is 

the natural arbitrage mechanism ofan ETF. During the afternoon ofMay 6, however, as the prices of 
individual securities dropped precipitously, ETFs appeared overvalued, causing computers to sell, which 
in. turn drove prices even lower as automated systems routed market orders that overwhelmed the 
markets. 

IV. Impact ofMovements in Futures Markets 

Many trading systems benchmark ETFs against the S&P 500 "e-mini" futures contract. These 
systems monitor the futures contract as a proxy for market movements, and watch for a divergence 
between futures and ETFs. If, as has been reported, there was a significant trade in the futures contract, 

trading algorithms may have determined that it should sell ETFs. 

V. Impact on Events in International Arena 

The events in Greece and the economic uncertainty throughout Europe must be examined to 
determine whether they exac~rbated the market drop on· May 6th• With memories fresh from the fall 
2008, traders struggling to understand the precipitous decline in the U.S. market may well have feared 
that a wide-spread financial collapse in Europe had triggered the decline. Against the well-publicized 
backdrop ofa standoffbetween police and Greek citizens, and uncertainty whether the European 

Union would act to stabilize the region's finances, fear may well have contributed to the events of 

May 6. 
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VI. Additional Data 

In addition to the data discussed above, we also have information on 
cancellations/modifications to displayed limit orders and short sales for a large sample ofETFs with 
broken trades. For 120 ETFs, the average number ofcancellations and modifications ofboth buy and 
sell limit orders were abnormally high during the period 2:40 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. on May 6th (Figures 10 
and 11).9 

The average daily short sales ratio for 219 ETFs with broken trades does not appear to be 

excessively high when compared with a recent history back to August 2009 (Figure 12). On May 6th, 

the average short sales ratio for these ETFs was 4S percent compared with an average of41 percent 
from August 2009 through April 2010 (Figure 13). Nevertheless, the short sale ratjofor any given ETF 
can be quite volatile from day-to-day. Only 4 ETFs had a short sales ratio on May 6th that was more 
than two standard deviations above its average (Figure 14). Twenty-nine ETFs had a short sales ratio 
on May 6th that was within 1 to 2 standard deviations above its average. 

VII. Conclusion 

The large and sudden price dislocations experienced on May 6 were the result ofmarket 
structure flaws that affected ETFs more - but not differently - than individual securities. Changes to 

our market structure to allow pauses on an individual stock basis that would allow supply and demand 
to meet each other, and clarity around order cancellations, should largely address the trading 
disruptions experienced by ETFs and individual securities on May 6. 

9 Figures are included in Appendix F, which also' shows cancellation/modification information for May 3rd 

through May 71h
• On May 6(h cancellations oflimit orders started moving up around 2 p.m. 
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Figure 12 

Average Daily Short Sales Ratios for 219 ETFs with Broken Trades* 
Percent, August 3,2010- May 18,2010 
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Figure 13 

Average Short Sales Ratios for 219 ETFs with Broken Trades' 
Percent 
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Figure 14 

Distribution of 219 ETFs by Deviation From Their Average Short Sales Ratio' 
Nlimberof ETFs 
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Appendix A: Average Bid and Ask Depth Sizes 
The charts in this appendix show :lVcrage bid and ask depth sizes for 120 ETFs tracked by ITG. These 

sizes represent displayed limit orders on the first 10 levels of the limit order book. and wac calculated 

using Level II data ftorn the following exchanges, BATS. NYSE, NYSE Atea, and NASDAQ. 

Avecage15 Second T\\7A Bid Depth Size up (0 LcvcllO 

The following two ch:uts show thc time weighted avcr:lgc (T\'VA) bid depth size up to level 10. The 

lines tepteselH the TWA bid depth size lip to level 10 rtorn May 3 - S. May 6 and May 7. The first chart 

shows thc cntirc day, the second chart the 20 minute period from 14:40 to 15:00 on May 6. 
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Average 15 Second T\VA Ask Dcpch Size IIp co Levell 0 
The following tWO charcs show thc average time wciglHCd average (T\X!A) ask depth size up co level 10 

for 120 ETFs rraeked by ITG. The lines repr<scnr rhe 1''(1A ask depth size lip to level 10 from May 3 

5. May 6 and May 7. The first chan shows the cmirc day. the second chan the 20 minute period from 

14:40 to 15:00 on May 6. 
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Appendix B: T["adc Imhalances and Numher ofTrades 

Average 15 Second Trade 1mbalances 

The following twO charts show rhe average trade imbalances (buys minus sells) for 120 ETFs tracked by 

ITG. The lines rcprcsem the average tr:tde imbalances from May 3 - 5. May 6 and lVlay 7. The first chan 
shows the emire day, rhe second chan dlC 20 minute period rrom 14:40 to 15:00. . 
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Average 15 Second NUlllbcrofTradcs 

The following two charts show the average number of trades for 120 ETFs tracked by [TG. The lines 

represent the average number of rrades from May 3 - 5, May 6 and May 7. The first chart shows the 

entire day, the second chart the 20 minute period froll1 14:40 to 15:00. 
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Appendix C: Midquote Volatility 

Average 15 Second Midquote Volatility 

The following two charts show the average midquote volatility for 120 ETFs tracked by lTG. The lines 

represent the average midquote volatility from May 3 - 5t May 6 and May 7. The first chart shows the 
entire dayt the second chart the 20 minute period from 14:40 to 15:00. 
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Appendix E: Hidden Order Volume 

Average 15 Second Hidden Order Buy Volume 

The following two charts show the average hidden order buy volume for 120 ETFs tracked by ITG. The 
lines represent the average hidden order buy volume from May 3 - 5. May 6 and May 7. The 6rst chart 
shows the entire day. the second chart the 20 minute period from 14:40 to 15:00. 
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Average IS Second Hidden Order Sell Volume 
The following two charts show the average hidden order sell volume for 120 ETFs tracked by ITG. The 
lines represent ehe average hidden order sell volume from May 3 - 5. May 6 and May 7. The 6rst chart 
shows the entire day, the second chart the 20 minuee period from 14:40 to 15:00. 
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Average 15 Second Hidden Order Trade Imbalances
 

The following two charts show the average hidden order trade imbalances for 120 ETFs tracked by ITG.
 

The lines represcnt the average hidden order trade imbalances from May 3 - S, May 6 and May 7. The
 

first chart shows the entire day, the second chart the 20 minutc period from 14:40 to 15:00.
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Appendix F: Limit Order Cancellations and Modifications 

Average 15 Second Buy Limit Order Cancellations/Modifications 

The following twO duns show the average buy limit order cancellations/modifications for 120 ETFs 

tracked by ITG. The lines represent the average buy limit order cancellations/modifications from May 3 
- 5, May 6 and lvtay 7. The first chart shows the entire day, the second chart the 20 lT~inute period from 

14:40 [Q 15:00. 
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Average 15 Second Sell Limit Order Cancdlations/~iodifications 

The following tWO chans show the average sdllimir order cancellations/modifications for 120 ETFs 

cracked by iTG. The lines represe:nt rhe average: sell limit order cancdlarions/modific:trions from May 3 
- S, May 6 and May 7. The first chart shows the encirc day, rhe second chart the 20 minute period from 

14040 to 15,00. 
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202/)26'5800 www.icl.org 

April 21, 2010 

Ms. Elizabeth M. Murphy 

Secretary 
Securities and Exch~ge Commission
 

100 F Street, N.E..
 
Washington, D.C. 20549 

Re: Concept Relea!e on Equit.:J Market Structure (File No. S7-02-1 0) 

Dear'Ms. Murphy: 

The Investment Company Institute1 supports the Commission's examination ofthe current 

structure ofthe U.S. equity markets and whether the rules governing the markets have kept pace with 
the significant changes in technology and trading practices.2 

The structure ofthe securities markets has a significant impact on Institute members. who are 

investors ofover $11 trillion ofassets and who held 28 percent of the value of publicly traded U.S. 

equity outstanding at the end of2009. We are institutional investors, but invest on behalfofalmost 90 

million individual shareholders.3 Registered investment companies ("funds") and their shareholders 
therefore have a strong interest in ensuring that the securities markets are highly competitive, 

transparent and efficient, and that the regulatory structure that governs the securities markets 
encourages, rather than impedes, liquidity, transparency, and price discovery.4 Consistent with these 

I The Investment Company Institute is the national association ofU.S. investment companies. including mutual funds. 

closed-end funds. exchange-traded funds (ETFs). and unit investment trusts (UITs). ICI seeks to encourage adherence to 
high ethical standards. promote public understanding. and otherwise advance the interests of funds. their shareholders. 
directors. and advisers. Members of ICI manage to~al assets of$11.66 trillion and serve almost 90 million shareholders. 

2 Securities Exchange Act Release No. 61358 Oanuary 14.2010).75 FR 3594 Oanuary 21. 2010) ("Release"). 

l Households are the largest group ofinvestors in mutual funds. Altogether. 50.4 million households. or 43 percent ofall 
U.S. households. owned mutual funds as ofMay 2009. Mutual funds also managed 51 percent of the assets in 401 (k) and 
other DC retirement plans ~d 46 percent of the assets in lRAs at the end of2009. For more information on the U.S. fund 
industry. see 2009 Investment Company Institute Fact Book at www.icifactbook.org. 

4 The issues discussed in the Release impact all registere~ investment companies. including mutual funds. closed-end funds. 
and ETFs. 
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goals, we have strongly supported Commission efforts to address issues that may impact the fair and 
orderly operation ofthe securities markets and investor confidence in those markets and we have long 

advocated for regulatory changes that would result in more efficient markets for investors.5 

Funds' sole interest in the current debate is to ensure that any market structure changes 

promote efficiencies and transparency for the benefit ofal,l market participants and not for a particular 
market center, exchange or trading venue business model. All trading venues and market participants 

should compete on the basis of innovation, differentiation ofservices and ultimately, on the value th~ir 

model oftrading presents to investors.6 It will be critical for the Commission to be cognizant of this as 

it examines the reform ofthe current market structure and to focus on the interests ofthe markets' 

ultimate end-user - the investor. 

Developing a market structure that promotes the fundamental principles ofa national ~arket 

system while considering the competing interests ofall market participants is no easy task? The 
Commission must weigh the delicate balance between encouraging innovation and competition and 

ensuring that innovation and competition are in the interest of, and do not harm, investors. The 

Commission will undoubtedly hear a wide variety ofviews on the state of the current market structure 

in the comment letters submitted on the Release, many ofwhich will claim to be representing the 
interests oflong-term investors such as funds. We urge the Commission to examine all comments 
carefully and to consider where the interests of the commenters truly lie. 

S See, e.g., Letcer from Craig S. T yle, Senior Counsel. Investmenc Company Institute, to JOllathan G. Katz. Secretary, 

Securities and Exchange Commission. dated January 16. 1996 (Order Execution Obligations); Lettcr from Craig S. Tyle, 
General Counsel. Investment Company Institute. to Jonathan G. Katz. Secretary. Securities and Exchange Commission. 
datedJuly 28. 1998 (Regulation ofExchanges and Alternative Trading Systems); Letter from Craig S. Tyle. General 
Counsel. Investmenc Company Institute. to Jonathan G. Katz. Secretary, Securities and Exchange Commission. dated May 
12.2000 (Market Fragmencation Concept Release); Letter from Craig S. Tyle. General Counsel. Investment Company 
Institute. to Jonathan G. Katz, Secretary. Sccurities and Exchange Commission. datcd November 20. 2001 (Subpenny 
Concept Release); Letter from Ari Burstein. Associate Counsel. Invcstment Company Institute. to Jonathan G. Katz. 
Sccretary, Sccurities and Exchange Commission. dated June 30.2004 ("ICI Regulation NMS Letter"); Letter from Karrie 
McMillan, General Counsel. Investment Company Institute. to Elizabeth M. Murphy. Secretary. Sccurities and Exchange 
Commission. dated November 23.2009 ("ICI Flash Order Letter"); Lettcr from Karrie McMillan. General Counsel. 
Invatment Company Institute. to Elizabcth M. Murphy. Secretary. Securities and Exchange Commission. dated February 
22.2010 ("ICI Non-public Trading Interest Letter"); and Letter from Ari Burstein. Senior Counsel. Investment Company 
Institute. to Elizabeth M. Murphy. Secretary. Securities and Exchange Commission. dated March 29.2010 ("ICI Market 
Access Letter"). See also, Statement of the Invescmenc Company Institute. Hearing on "Dark Pools. Flash Orders. High 

Frequency Trading. and Other Market Structure Issues." Securities. Insurance. and Investment Subcommittee. Committee 
on Banking. Housing & Urban Affairs. U.S. Senate, October 28.2009. 

6 See Consolidation and competition in th( US (quity markets. Robert L.D. Colby; Erik R. Sirri. Capital Markets LawJournal 

2010, at p. 173 ("Colby/Sirri Article") (ClMarketscan differentiate themselves on the basis ofservice quality. including faster 
executions, more informative reports and more reliable systems."). 

7 See Colby/Sirri Article. supra note 6. at p.19S. ("[R]egulators' desires to consolidate trading intcrest while simultaneously 

promoting competition between market venues are in tension. and deciding h~w to balance the twO necessarilyinvolves 
trade-offs."). 
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While our comment letter reflects the initial views of Institute members on the issues discussed 
in the Release. it is clear that the debate over these issues will be lengthy and that the current comment 
letter process is only the beginning ofdeliberations on the topics raised by the Release.8 We therefore 
offer our assistance to the Commission as it continues to examine the issues raised by the Release and 

their impact on the securities markets. 

Our recommendations on the issues raised in the Release follow below. 

I. Summary ofRecommendations 

Market Structure Performance and Evaluation ofExecution Quality 

• Need for Increased Information Regarding Order Routing and Execution Practices: 

~	 Sufficiency ofInformation Provided by Brokers and Other Trading Venues: We 
recommend that the Commission examine the sufficiency of the information provided 
by brokers and other trading venues to investors about trade execution, including 
whether br~kers are providing adequate and accurate information directly to investors 
about how orders are handled and routed and better trade reporting by aU types of 

execution venues regarding order execution. 

~	 Recommended Disclosures by Broker-Dealers and Other Trading Venues: We 
recommend that the Commission consider means to require new disclosure or to 
improve existing disclosure regarding: payments and other incentives to direct order 
flow to particular trading venues; information regarding the routing and execution of 
orders; external venues to which a broker routes orders and any ownership and other 
affiliations between the broker and these venues; policies and procedures regardirig the 

dissemination ofinformation about a customer's order and trade information to 
facilitate a trade and to control leakage ofinformation regarding a customer's order; 

information regarding the internalization oforders; and cancellation rates oforders and 
policies regarding the use of"immediate or cancel" ("IOC") orders. 

~	 Current Regulatory Tools for Measuring Market Performance and Market 
Quality: We support the Commission either updating or expanding Rules 605 and 
606 ofRegulation NMS to provide additional information to investors. 

8 Our letter represents the views ofboth large and small funds. While several ofthe issues addressed in the Release may 

impact large and small funds differently given the varying trading needs of funds ofdifferent sizes. Institute members believe 
the views expressed in the letter will benefit the fund industry. and investors in general. as a whole. 
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•	 Long-Term Investors: 

~	 Defining a Long-Term Investor: We believe the Commission should not explicitly 
define a CClong-term investor" for purposes of trading and market structure issues or 
determine a time frame that would distinguish a "long-term investor" from other types 
ofinvestors as this would be extremely difficult and potentially problematic. 

•	 Measuring Institutional Investor Transaction Costs: We do not believe that the 
Commission should mandate a single or static approach to analyzing transaction costs. 

Undisplayed Liquidity 

•	 Public Price Discovery and Undisplayed Liquidity: We believe the Commission should 
examine the impact ofcertain undisplayed liquidity on price discovery, as-well as potential 
ways to encourage the further public display oforders to improve price discovery. 

~	 U ndisplayed Liquidity Handled by OTC Market Makers - Internalization: We 
recommend that the Commission should take action to ensure that internalized orders 
receive best execution by requiring that any order executed through internalization be 
provided with "significant" price improvement. 

~	 Trade-At Rule and Trade-Through Rule with Depth ofBook Protection: We do 
not support the adoption ofa trade-at rule for the securities markets or the expansion 
ofthe trade-through rule to cover depth ofbook protection. A trade-at rule would be 
difficult to implement and operate under the current market environment, and a trade
through rule with depth ofbook protection could, to some extent, turn the market into 
a consolidated limit order book, which some Institute members believe could negatively 

impact the execution of large orders. 

~	 Subpennies: We oppose any reduction in the minimum pricing increment for 
Regulation NMS stocks. Permitting the entry oforders and the quoting ofsecurities in 
subpennies would exacerbate many ofthe unintended consequences chac have arisen in 
the securities markets since decimalization, most significantly, the potential increase in 
instances ofstepping-ahead of investor orders and the effect on market transparency 

and depth. 

High Frequency Trading 

•	 Need for Increased Transparency ofHigh Frequency Traders and HIT Practices: We 
recommend that the Commission increase transparency surrounding high frequency 
trading ("HFT") including the manner in which HFT firms trade, liquidity rebates and 
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other incentives for order flow received by HFT firms, and other potential conflicts of 
interest that may exist concerning their trading and routing practices. 

•	 High Frequency Trading Strategies: 

~	 Liquidity Rebates and Passive Market Making Strategies: We do not recommend 
that liquidity rebates be prohibited. We suggest that the Commission, at the very least, 
require more transparency surrounding rebates as well as other incentives provided to 
route orders. We further recommend that the Commission examine the data generated 
about liquidity rebate practices and determine whether further rulemaking is necessary 

to address concerns in this area. 

~	 Directional Strategies: We recommend that the Commission examine whether any 
new regulations are necessary to address firms that are conducting an "order 
anticipation strategy" and whether certain order anticipation strategies should be 
considered as improper or manipulative activity. 

~	 IOC Orders and the Practice of"Pinging": We believe that the Commission should 
act to address the increasing number oforder cancellations in the equities markets. At 
the very least, this is an area worthy of further Commission examination including 
considering whether requirements should be put in place to restrict certain types of 
IOC orders or "pinging" in specific contexts, or whether a fee or "penalty" should be 
imposed on cancelled orders. 

•	 Tools Utilized by HIT to Obtain Market Access: 

}>	 Co·Location: We believe that co-location services should be subject to standards that 

ensure fairness and equity in their allocation. 

}>	 Tra4ing Center Data Feeds and Market Data Distribution: We believe the 

Commission should consider eliminating the two-tiered distribution ofconsolidated 
quote and tape information to address concerns about the latency for investors 

receiving market data. 

•	 .Regulatory Obligations on HFT Firms: We recommend that the Commission examine 
the trading activity ofHIT firms versus the liquidity they provide and consider whether 
HFT firms should be subjected to quoting obligations similar to that ofaTe market 

makers or any other regulations similar to the affirmative and negative obligations of 

specialists and market makers. 
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Impact ofMarket Structure on Other Areas 

•	 Review ofFixed Income Markets Needed: We recommend that the Commission issue a 
comprehensive concept release examining the fixed income markets. to assist in determining 
what regulatory changes are needed to best serve investors. 

•	 Globalization: We urge the Commission to work closely with foreign regulators to create 
consistent and sensible cross-border regulations as it examines its current, and considers 
further, initiatives relating to the reform ofthe regulation ofthe u.s. securities markets. 

II. Introduction 

The current debate over reform ofthe U.s. securities markets is very similar to that which 
occurred during the last major review ofthe structure ofour markets, specifically during the adoption 
of Regulation NMS.9 Regulation NMS was designed to address a variety ofproblems facing the U.s. 
securities markets that generally fell within three categories: (1) the need for uniform rules that 
promote the equal regulation of, and free competition among, all types of market centers; (2) the need 
to update antiquated rules that no longer reflect current market conditions; and (3) the need to 
promote greater order inte~action and displayed depth, particularly for the very large orders of 
institutional investors. 

In the intervening years since Regulation NMS' adoption, the securities markets have changed 

dramatically. The third category above, promoting greater order interaction and displayed depth, 
continues to be ofgreat importance to funds. The market structure in the United States today is an 
aggregation ofexchanges, broker-sponsored execution venues and alternative trading systems. Trading 
is fragmented with no single destination executing a significant percentage of the total U.s. equity 
market. With that said, we believe that the U.S. equity markets are generally functioning well and have 
made significant strides on behalfof funds as compared to non-U.S. equity markets. 

We are pleased that the Commission has determined to take a broad look at the current u.s. 
equity market structure and its impact on long-term investors, such as funds, through the Release. We 
are hopeful that this comment process will be the start ofa thoughtful and measured approach to the 
reform of the structure ofthe U.s. markets to ensure that there are no unintended consequences to 
investors. It is important that any specific market structure issue not be viewed in a vacuum. The issues 
raised in the Release and in other recent Commission trading and market structure proposals are closely 
linked and the decisions made by the Commission on each will impact, in one way or another, many of 

the other issues. For example, any changes to the regulation and operation ofvenues providing 
undisplayed liquidity will undoubtedly impact high frequency trading. Similarly, decisions made 
regarding current disclosure requirements for broker-dealers and other trading venues' routing and 

9 Securities Exchange Act Release No.5 1808 Oune 9: 2005).70 FR 37496 Oune 29. 200.5). 
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execution practices could influence the venues where investors send their orders. When appropriate, 
we wUl discuss the impact ofthe issues raised in the Release on one another. 

III. Market Stmcture Performance and Evaluation ofExecution Quality 

The Release first discusses and requests comment on issues relating to the performance of the 
current equity market structure, particularly for long-term investors, and related issues ofhow investors 
measure their execution quality. We agree that this is the approp;riate starting point for such a 
comprehensive market structure analysis, and commend the Commission for its focus on ensuring that 
reform adequ~tely addresses the needs oflong-t~rm investors. 

Make no doubt about it, investors, both retail and institutional, are better off than they were 
just a few years agO.IO Trading costs have been reduced, more trading tools are available to investors 
with which to execute trades, and technology has increased the overall efficiency oftrading. 
Nevertheless, long-time challenges for funds remain - posted liquidity and average execution size is 
lower while the difficulty of trading large blocks ofstock has increased. In addition, new challenges 
have been created due to some of the recent market structure developments discussed below. I I 

A. Need for Increased Information Regarding Order Routing and Execution Practices 

Given the compleXities ofthe current market structure and the asso<:iated difficulties in 
assessing market performance for investors (discussed below), one ofthe areas in which Commission 
action will be critical is the need for increased information to investors about the order routing and 
execution practices ofbroker-dealers and other trading venues. Improved information would allow 
investors to make better informed investment decisions, as well as assisting regulators and public 
commentators in assessing current market performance. We therefore recommend that the
Commission exa~ine the sufficiency ofthe information provided by brokers and other trading venues 
to investors about trade execution, including whether brokers are providing adequate and accurate 
information directly to investors about how orders are handled and routed; the need for more public 
discIosureabout how orders provided to brokers are handled; and better trade reporting by all types of 
execution venues regarding order execution. 

10 See, t.g.• Equity Trading in the 2P' Ctnlury. JamesJ. Angd. Lawrence E. Harris. and Chester S. Spatt. February 23.2010 

("Angd/Harris/Spatt Paper") ("The winners first and foremOSt [from market structure changes] have been the investors 
who now obtain better service at a lower cost from financial intermediaries than previously.") 

II For a description of the difficulties facing large traders in the current market environment. see, ~.g.• Angel/Harris/Spatt 

Paper. supra note 10. 
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1.	 Recommended Disclosures by Broker-Dealers and Other Trading Venues 

Currently, institutional investors do not have ready access to complete information about the 
orders provided to brokers and other trading venues.12 We therefore recomme~d that, at a minimum. 
the Commission consider means to require new disclosure or to improve the existing disclosure of . 
certain information, either to the customer involved or to the public, as is most appropriate, regarding 
the order routing and execution practices ofbrokers and other trading venues including: 

•	 Payments and other incentives provided or received {such as rebates} to direct order flow to 
particular trading venues13 

•	 Specific information re~rdingthe routing and execution oforders, for example, the trading 
venues to' which an order was routed and did not get filled pr!or to being executed14 

•	 External venues to which a broker routes orders {including affiliated alternative trading 
systems ("ATS"), dark pools, and other trading venues), the percentage ofshares executed 
at each external venue, and any ownership and other affiliations between the broker and 
any venues to which the broker routes orders ls . 

•	 Policies and procedures regarding the dissemination ofinformation about a customer's 
order and trade information to facilitate a trade. including the use of"indications of 
interest" or "IOIs"16 

12 See Letter from Seth Merrin. ChiefExecutive Officer. Howard Meyerson:General Counsel. and Vlad Khandros. 

Corporate Strategy. Liquidnet. to Securities and Exchange Commission. dated March 26. 2010 ('"Liquidnet Comment 

Letter·). citing The T ABB Group. LLC. '" US Equity High Frequency Trading: Strategies, Sizing andMarket Structure: 
September 2009 (Institutional traders ..... would like a better understanding ofhow their orders are handled. Without more 

empirical data on how orders are handled. it is very difficult for them to make intelligent decisions regarding with whom to 

trade and how to trade:) and Dushyant Shahrawat. CFA. William Butterfield and Stephen Bruei. TowerGroup. "T~e 

Changing Electronic Trading Landscape: Assessingthe Driversfor 20J0 and Beyond,· January 18. 2010 ('"The buy-side trade 

desk must have a strong knowledge ofthe operating and business models of the various execution venues and the way 
algorithms work with dark pools. exchanges. and eleCtronic communications networks ("ECNs·). 

Il As discussed below, payments for order flow and other monetary incentives can influence where a broker and other 

trading venues route an order. Information regarding such payments and incentives would assist investors in determining 
how and where to route an order and where potential conflicts of interest may exist. 

1<4 Our members report that while they receive information about the venue at which an order was executed, they often do 

not receive information about what occurred prior to execution. For example. an order could have been routed to several 

different venues prior to execution for a brief period of time and rested on those venues until the order was routed 

elsewhere. Such information can hdp provide a more complete picture of the quality ofexecution provided by a broker and 

other execution venues as well as provide insight into the potential leakage of information about an order that may have 

occurred during the time it was exposed at the trading venues that did not execute the order. 

IS As with the prior recommended disclosures, this disclosure would provide insight into any potential conflicts that may 
exist in order routing and execution. 

16 Our members report that. after informing a broker that they do not want their orders to be disseminated via lOis. they 
often find OUt that their orders were. in fact. disseminated using lOis via an affiliated trading venue ofthe broker. 
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•	 Policies and procedures to control leakage ofinformation regarding a customer's order and 
other confidential information17 

•	 Information regarding the internalization oford~rs, including the revenue generated by 
internalization and the percentage ofshares executed internally!8 

•	 Cancellation rates oforders and policies and procedures regarding the use oflOe orders l9 

We believe disclosure ofthis type of information will go far towards assisting both investors in 
their trading decisions,20 and regulators and others in understanding the performance ofthe current 

market structure.21 

2.	 Current Regulator.y Tools for Measuring Market Performanc~and Market Quality 

The Release requests comment' on whethe~ the current rules regarding measuring market 
quality and disclosing order routing practices should be updated or expanded to provide difFe-rent or 
additional information to investors. Currently, the rule relating to measuring market quality is Rule 
60S ofRegulation NMS, and the rule relating to the disclosure oforder routing practices is Rule 606 of 

.Regulation NMS.22 

17 As discussed below. the confidentiality ofinformation regarding orders is arguably the most significant consideration for
 

funds when trading.
 

III As discussed in Section IV ofour letter, internalization represents a significant percentage ofthe volume ofthe securities 
markets and is an example ofundisplayed liquidity with which institutional investors, for the most part, cannot interact. 
Increased disclosure surrounding this practice can allow institutional investors to better understand the routing decisions of 
internalizers and any potential conflicts that may exist regarding internalization. 

19 As discussed in Section V ofour letter. the amount ofcancelled orders and the use ofiOC order types can create -noise- in 
the markets for institutional investors who need to trade in large size and may lead to other concerns for the efficiency ofthe 
securities markets in general. 

2D While we believe the recommended information must be made readily available to investors. we are open to the manner in 
which this information is disseminated. We realize that some ofthe recommended disclosures may only be appropriate co 
be disclosed directly to the customer ofa broker or other trading venue. In these cases. while the Commission should 
require broadly that the information be disclosed to assure that investors have access to the information. we believe the 
specific manner ofdissemination can be left. to industry best practices. To this end, we encourage brokers and other trading 
venues co work with investors co determine the best solution. The Commission should determine the manner in which 
certain of the information above would be disclosed to the public. 

11 We believe it will be critical that regulators examine and utilize the information above and consider enforcement actions
 
against those market participants that, for example. do not adhere to their disclosed policies and procedures.
 

22 The Commission adopted these rules in November 2000. Set Securities Exchange Act Release No. 43590 {Nov. 17. 

2000).65 FR 75414 (December 1,2000). Rule 605 requires market centers [0 prepare and make av"wable to the public 
monthly reports in electronic form that categorize their order executions and include sta~tical measures ofexecution" 
quality including. for example. [he opportunity for price improvement. the likelihood ofexecution. the speed ofexecution. 
and the trading characteristics of the security. together ~ith other non·price factors such as reliability and service. Rule 606 
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While these rules have resulted in comparable statistics across market centers in the metrics 
covered by the rule, they have not proven useful to institutional investors, including funds, regarding 
some of the information needed to determin~how and where to route large orders under current 
market conditions. For example, the Release notes that Rule 605 does not include any statistics 
measuring the execution quality oforders submitted for execution at opening or dosing prices; the 
commission costs oforders, access fees, or liquidity rebates; or the amount of time that canceled non
marketable orders are displayed in the order book ofa trading ce!1ter before cancellation. We believe 
that these are the types ofdisclosures, reflecting information on recent market structure developments, 
which would be helpful to investors and others in assessing current market performance. 

Rules 60S and 606 were drafted" primarily with the interests ofindividual investors in mind and 

are focused on the execution ofsmaller orders. Large-sized orders are excluded from both rules. We 
therefore support the Commission either updating or expanding Rules 60S and 606 to provide 
ad4itional information to inv~stors, possibly incorporating some of the recommended disclosures by 
broker-dealers and other trading venues discussed above. 

B. Long-Term Investors 

The Commission, in its consideration oftrading and market structure issues, has focused on the 
interests of, and the challenges facing, long-term investors. Where the interests of long-term investors 
and short-term professional traders diverge, the Commission has repeatedly emphasized that its duty is 
to uphold the interests oflong-term investors. We believe this is a worthy and practical goal and that 
the Commission should continue to examine the differences between long-term investors and short
term traders when crafting new, or updating existing. re~ations.23 

The Release requests comment on the circumstances when an investor should be considered a 
"long-term investor" and ifa time component is needed to define a long-term investor. The Institute 
believes that it will be extremely difficult, and potentially problematic, to create an explicit definition of 
a "long-term investor" or to determine a time frame that would distinguish a "long-term investor" from 

other types ofinvestors. For example, funds represent millions oflong-term investors in the securities 
markets but some funds may employ shorter-term trading strategies, in whole or in part, to achieve 
long-term goals. It seems difficult, ifnot impossible, to craft a definition that could take into account 
the myriad circumstances under which investing decisions are made. 

requires broker-dealers that route cwtomer orders in NMS stocks and options to make publicly available quarterly reportS 
that disclose the execution venues to which they route non-directed orders. 

2J As discussed in more detail below, short-term traders bring certain benefitS to the securities markets. such as providing 
liquidity. short-term traders also raise questions regarding the impact oftheir trading practices on the securities markets and 
investors in those marketS. 
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For these reasons. we believe the Commission should not explicitly define a "long-term 
investor" for purposes oftrading and market structure issues and should instead consider who is not a 

long-term investor ifit determines the need to distinguish between types of investors in this manner. 
We believe that. as a starting point. the Commission could look to the characteristics ofa proprietary 
firm engaged in high frequency trading identified in the Release.24 

c. Measuring Institutional Investor Transaction Costs 

The Release notes that. given the focus on long-term investors. it is important to determine the 
useful metrics for assessing the performance ofthe current market structure for these investors. The 
Release notes that most ofthe CommissJon~s past analyses of market performance have focused on the 
execution ofsmaller orders rather than attempting to measure the overall transaction costs of 
institutional investors to execute large orders. partly because of the compleXity ofmeasuring these costs. 

Funds employ transaction cost analysis for a variety of reasons. Most funds analyze transaction 
costs to assess their brokers' trading performance. Other uses for transaction cost analysis are to 
measure the performance ofa fund's trading desk. to identify outlier trades and problem portfolio 
trades and to allow a fund's compliance department to examine issues surrounding best execution. 

Funds currently utilize various measurement techniques to monitor and evaluate their portfolio 
transaction costs and the quality of their executions. Different funds use different measures for a 
variety ofreasons, including. for example, the size ofthe fund complex. availability of resources. a fund's 
investment objectives and strategies (e.g., index funds, momentum funds and international funds may 

all utilize different measurements). and the markets in which their portfolio securities trade. 

Many fund complexes. particularly larger fund complexes. utilize their own transaction cost 
analysis methods. or a combination oftheir own analysis and those ofoutside firms specializing in 
evaluating transaction costs. While these outside firms provide useful information to complement the 
transaction cost analysis performed internally by funds and. in general, accurately reflect the transaction 
costs experienced by institutional investors. our members report that these firms experience the same 
difficulties as other market participants in assessing execution quality and market perform'ance under 
the current market structure. Most significantly. given the compleXity of the current market structure. 
and the lack oftransparency regarding certain trading practices (as discussed above in Section IILA.). 
accurately measuring overall institutional investor transaction costs can be challenging. 

24 Certain types ofbam retail and institutional investors will be considered -long-term investors" using these charaaeristics. 
While we believe that the Commission should distinguish between long.term investors and short-term traders when 
assessing market suucrure issues, we also believe it will be necessary to distinguish between retail and institutional investors 
for certain purposes, due to the different ways in which these investors trade. We will discuss the p~icu1arneeds of 
institUtional investors in further detail below. 
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The Commission most recently examined the feasibility ofquantifying overall fund transaction 
costs in its concept release on measures to improve the disclosure ofthese costS.25 In the concept 
release, the Commission requested comment on quantifying all t~ansaction-related costs incurred by 
funds and requiring funds to disclose such a measure. The Institute's letter on ~he concept release 
not~d the challenges in measuring these cOSts.26 Most significantly. market participants. academics and 
others utilize various measures and a combination ofapproaches to determine transaction costs. To the 
best ofour knowledge. there is still no single generally accepted method or product that has been 
developed to capture all the necessary and relevant data from a fund and generate objective and 
consistent measurements and we do not believe that the Commission should mandate a single or static 
approach to analyzing transaction costs. . 

IV. Un4isplayed Liquidity 

Much of the current debate over the structure ofthe U.S. securities markets has cen1;ered on the 
proliferation ofundisplayed. or "dark." liquidity and the venues. that provide such liquidity. particularly 
so-called"dark pools." 

A. Fund Use ofUndisplayed Liquidity 

The Release defines "undisplayed liquidity" as trading interest that is available for execution at a 
trading center, but is not included in the consolidated quotation data that is widely disseminated to the 
public. As the Release notes. undisplayed liquidity is not a new phenomenon. Funds have long been 
significant users ofundisplayed liquidity and the trading venues that provide such liquidity. These 
venues provide a mechanism for transactions to interact without displaying the full scale ofa fund's 
trading interest. thereby lessening the cost of implementing trading ideas and mitigating the risk of 
information leakage. These venues also allow funds to avoid transacting with market participants who. 
seek to profit from the impact of the public display oflarge orders to the detriment offunds and their 
shareholders. As we have stated in several letters to the Commission.27 the confidentiality of 
information regarding fund trades is ofsignificant importance to Institute members. Any premature or 
improper disclosure ofthis information can lead to frontrunning ofa fund's trades. adversely impacting 
the price of the stock that the fund is buying or selling. 

2~ SEC Rdease Nos. 33·8349. 34.48952 and lC-26313 (December 18.2003).68 FR 74820 (December 24, 2003) (R~qu~st 

for Comm~nts on Measur~s to Improv~ Disclosure ofMutua/ Fund Transaction Costs). 

Z6 Su Leeeer from Amy B.R. Lanccllocca, Senior Counsel. Invesemene Company Instituee. to Jonathan G. Kan. Secretary, 

Securicies and Exchange Commission. daeed February 23. 2004 (Commission Request For Comments on M~asures to Improv~ 

Disc/osur~ ofMutual Fund Transaction Costs). 

27 Su, ~.g.• Letters from Paul Schoet Seevens. President. Investment Company Institute. ~o Christopher Cox. Chairman. 

Securities and Exchange Commission. dated Sepeem~er 14.2005. August 29. 2006. and September 19. 2008. 
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At the same time, we recognize that while venues providing undisplayed liquidity bring certain 
benefits to funds, not displaying orders detracts to some extent from market transparency. We 
therefore understand the Commission's desire to examine trading venues that do not display 
quotations to the public and its concerns about, for example, the creation ofa cwo-tiered market. As 
discussed above, the Institute has long advocated for regulatory changes that would result in more 
displayed quotes and believes that increasing overall transparency in the markets would lead to a more 
efficient marketplace. 

Ideally, funds would like as much liquidity as possible to be executed in the displayed markets. 
Nevertheless, there is real value in enabling entities, such as funds, that frequently trade in large 
amounts to have access to venues that do not disclose their trading interest. We therefore believe it is 
imperative that v~nues trading undisplayed liquidity remain available to funds. We would be 
concerned ifany Commission proposal impeded"funds as they trade securities in venues providing 
undisplayed liquidity. whether it be through trading large blocks or through other trading methods.28 

It also will be important for the Commission in examining any future rulemaking to consider 
the varying business models and trading mechanisms ofvenues providing undisplayed liquidity. For 
example, some dark pools, such as block crossing networks, offer specific size discovery mechanisms that 
are critical for funds in the anonymous execution oflarge-sized orders. Other dark pools and ATSs 
operate in a manner more akin to broker-dealer trading venues and we believe arguably should be 
treated differently from venues such as block crossing networks for purposes of regulation.29 

The Release requests comment on the order execution quality provided to investors executing 
orders in venues providing undisplayed liquidity. In general, we believe that the quality ofexecution 
provided by these venues to funds is very good. However, as with any type of trading venue. execution 
results will vary depending on a number offactors such as the specific venue's business model, the type 
ofsecurity the fund is seeking to trade. and overall market conditions at the time ofthe trade. It also is 
important to note that given the number ofdifferent types ofvenues providing undisplayed liquidity, it 
is difficult to provide an all encompassing view about the order execution quality provided by these 
types ofvenues. 

211 For example. as we stated in our comment letter on the Commission's recent proposal relating to non-public trading 
interest, certain aspects of that proposal could result in ATSs becoming more "dark" to avoid regulation and/or broker· 
dealers increasing their execution oforders internally, continuing the lack of transparency to investors. Similarly, instead of . 
sending out 10ls, a trading venue could instead use 10C orders to ..ping" the market. As discussed below, our members 

report that 10C orders themselves can prove problematic for funds as they trade large blocks. See ICI Non·Public Trading 
Interest Letter, supra note 5. 

29 Currently, only a small po~ion of trades in ATSs take place in venues specializing in trading large blocks ofsecurities. 
More often, funds must break up their larger "parem" orders into smaller "child· orders and execute these orders in other 
types ofATSs. The liqUidity for the majority offund orde~ often cannot be found in the specialized block ATSs. 
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B. Public Price Discovery and Undisplayed Liquidity 

A long-standing concern regarding undisplayed liquidity is whether its trading volume has 
reached a sufficiently significant level that it impairs the quality ofpublic price discovery. The Institute 
has expressed concerns in the past about the impact ofundisplayed liquidity on the price discovery 
process. We believe the time is ripe for the Commission to examine the impact ofcertain undisplayed 
liquidity on price discovery, as well as potential ways to encourage the further public display oforders. 

1. U ndisplayed Liquidity Handled by OTC Market Makers - Internalization 

Broker-dealer internalized order flow represents a significant portion ofundisplayed.liquidity 
that funds do not have an opportunity, for the most. part, .to trade against. and that therefore can make 
trading large orders more difficult. The Commission seeks comment on undisplayed liquidity handled 
by aTC market makers through internalization. According to the Release, broker-dealer 
internalization accounts for approximately 17.5 percent of the total share volume ofNMS stocks, more 
than the amount ofshare volume attributed to dark pools as a whole. 

Internalization raises a variety ofconcerns. For example, internalization may increase market 
fragmentation because it can result in customer orders not being publicly exposed to the market. In 
addition, internalization may raise conflicts between broker-dealers and their customers because they 
can result in broker-dealers executing customer orders at the displayed quotations, thus foregoing the 
opportunity for price improvement for those orders in order to maximize the profits of the broker
dealers involved in such relationships.30 

The Commission has attempted to address certain aspects ofthe practice of internalization in a 
variety ofways, most significantly through disclosure ofbroker-dealer order handling practices and the 
requirement that broker-dealers give special scrutiny to internalization during their regular and 
rigorous best execution reviews.31 Both of these approaches, however, provide only a limited means to 
deal with the conflict of interests that may exist in the practice. 

30 Su ColbyISirri Article, supra note 6. at p. 174 ("The liquidity provider's direct trading with these orders mayor may not 

benefit the orders themsdves, depending on the prices and conditions under which they arc executed. and thedegree of 
competitiveness in the market to purchase order flow. Irrespective ofwhether the orders arc benefited, however, the 
fragmentation of trading that results from the internalization of these orders necessarily reduces the interaction oforders 
that hdps create liquidity."). 

31 In particular, the Commission adopted amendments to Rule lOb-I 0 under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 

c-Exchange Act") to reqaire broker-dealers to include on confirmations a statement whether payment for order flow is 
received by the broker-dealer for transactions and the fact that the source and nature of the compensation received in 
connection with the particular transaction will be furnished upon wrinen request of the customer. In addition, the 
Commission adopted new Exchange Act Rule 11Acl-3 (now Rule 607 of Regulation NMS) to require broker-dealers to 
disclose to customers, when a new account is opened and annually thereafter, (1) the broker-dealers' policies regarding 
receipt ofpayment for order flow, including a statement as to whether any payment for order flow is received for routing 
customer orders and a detailed description ofthe nature of the compensation received; and (2) the broker-dealers' policies 
for determining where to route c~stomer orders that are the subject ofpayment for order flow absent specific instructions 
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We do not suggest that internalization be prohibited. We recommend, however, that the 
Commission take further action to ensure that internalized orders receive best execution. Specifically, 
any order executed through internalization should be provided with "significant" price improvement~32 

Such a requirement would ensure that the internalizing broker-dealer provides at least some amount of 
"significant" price improvement to an internalized order, thus addressing one of the concerns regarding 
internalization noted above. It ~so would address other concerns by potentially resulting in more 
customer orders being exposed to the market ifthe amount of internalized orders is reduced. 

2. Trade-At Rule and Trade-Through Rule with Depth ofBook Protection 

The Release requests comment wh~ther the Commission should consider a "trade-at" rule that 
would prohibit any trading center from executing a trade at the price of tlie NBBO unless the trading 
center was displaying that price at the time it received the incoming contra-side order.33 The Release 
also revisits the issue ofa trade-through rule with depth ofbook protection and requests comment 
whether trade through protections should be expanded to cover the depth ofthe book. Regulation 
NMS' trade through rule only prohibits a trading center from trading through the best displayed quote 

ofa market center. 

When Regulation NMS was proposed, the Institute supported the establishment ofa uniform 
trade-through rule for all market centers.34 Our comment letter stated that, by affirming the principle 
of price priority, a trade-through rule should encourage the display oflimit orders, which in turn would 
improve the price discovery process and contribute to increased market depth and liquidity. The letter 
also stated that a trade-through rule would increase investor confidence in the s.ecurities markets by 
helping to eliminate an impression ofunfairness when an investor's order executes at a price worse than 
the displayed quote. 

The Institute believes the same arguments set forth in support of the trade-through rule would 
apply to a trade-at rule and a trade-through rule with depth ofbook protection. However, at this time, 
the:: Institute does· not suppOrt the:: adoption ofa trade-at rule for the securities markets or the expansion 
ofthe trade-through rule to cover depth ofbook protection. Most significantly, a trade-at rule would 

from customers, including a description ofthe extent to which orders can be executed at prices superior to the national best 
bid and national best offer. 

31 We question whether providing price improvement to internalized orders in, for example, increments ofhundredths ofa 
penny is providing meaningful price improvement. 

II The Rdease notes chat under this type of rule, a crading center that was not displaying the NBBO at the time it received 
an incoming marketable order could either: (1) execute me order wich significant price improvement (such as the minimum 
allowable quoting increment (generally one cenc»; or (2) route intermarket sweep orders eISOs") to full displayed size of 
NBBO quotations and then execute the balance of the order at the NBBO price. 

}4 See leI Regulation NMS Letter, supra note S. 
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be difficult to implement and operate under the current market environment. As the Release notes, 
published quotes today may not reliably indicate the true prices that are actually available to investors 
due to the disparities that exist in the fees charged by market participants. In particular, many trading 
venues that display their quotes in the public quotation system typically charge per share "access fees" to 
non-subscriber market participants that trade with the orders that the venues display. The Institute 
does not believe that access fees should be reflected in the displayed quote because, as the Release notes, 
this would lead to subpenny pricing, which we oppose, for the reasons set forth below.35 

A trade-through rule with depth ofbook protection also has potential downsides. Such a rule 
could, to some extent, turn the market into a large consolidated limit order book, a so-caIled "CLOB." 
While some Institute members would support a eLOB-like market structure, others believe that a 
eLOB could stifle the creation ofnew or different ATSs and could make it more difficult for a broker

dealer to work a large order, as it would have to satisfy interes~ on one or more markets that was below 
the top ofbook.36 

3. Subpennies 

The Release notes that there may be greater incentives for broker-dealer internalization in low
priced stOCks as the minimum one cent per share pricing increment established under Regulation NMS 
is much larger on a percentage basis than it is in higher-priced stocks. In response to this concern, the 
Commission requests comment on whether it should consider reducing the minimum pricing 
increment for iower priced stocks (i.e., allow for "subpennies"). Recent reports also have indicated that 

NYSE Euronext and Nasdaq may petition the Commission to revisit the current restrictions on 
subpennies in Regulation NMSJ7 and expand eligibility ofsubpenny pricing from stocks with a share 
price below $1.00 [0 stocks with a share price below $10.00.38 

3S At this time we also are not recommending the adoption ofa "trade-at- rule to address concerns rdating to 
internalization. A trade-at rule could stifle devdopment ofATSs that act in a purely agency capacity by limiting their ability 
to execute if they are not quoting at th~ NBBO. Moreover. under a trade-at rule. a market maker could quote at the NBBO 
and still internalize orders without providing any price improvement. Consequendy. it would be: far more useful for the 
Commission to require significant price: improvement for internalized orders than to force a trade-at rule for all trading 
centers. 

.l6 Some market participants have suggested that the: Commission revisit instituting an "opt-out" exception to a trade
through rule. The Institute did not support the trade-through proposal·s "opt-out- exception when Regulation NMS was 
proposed. and our position has not changed. We see no practical reason why a market participant would ignore better 
priced orders in the market. especially ifa market participant can access and execute against those orders. automatically and 
with certainty. In addition. an opt-OUt exception is inconsistent with the principle ofprice protection for limit orders. We 
continue to believe that an Opt-out exception would undermine the ability ofthe Commission's proposals to achieve cheir 
scaced objectives ofencouraging the display oflimit orders and enhancing investor confidence in the markets. 

37 See, e.g., Nina Mehta. SEC May Allow Subpenny PridngfOr More Stocks. Bloomberg (February 23.2010). 

}8 In propo~ing Regulation NMS. the Commission expressed concerns thac superior subpenny quotes on alternative markets 
chat were not transparent and readily accessible to average investors could be harmful to those investors and to the: markets 
as a whole. At the same time. the Commission believed that including subpenny quotes in the besc publicly disseminated 
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WhUe the Institute strongly supported the move to decimalization and the trading ofsecurities 
in minimum increments ofone penny, we have strongly opposed the entry oforders and the quoting of 
securities in subpennies. As we noted in our comment letter in response to the Commission's concept 
release regarding the impact oftrading and potentially quoting securities in subpennies,39 permitting 
the entry oforders and the quoting ofsecurities in subpennies would eliminate much of the benefit 
brought by decimalization and would exacerbate many ofthe unintended consequences that have arisen 
in the securities markets since its implementation, which have proven harmful to funds and their 
shareholders. 

Most significantly, many ofthe difficulties that funds have faced trading large orders has Deen 
caused by increased instances ofstepping-ahead oforders. Permitting the entry oforders and the 
quoting ofsecurities in subpennies would allow a trader to gain priority over mother trader by bidding 
as little as $0.001 more for the same security, an amount that is virtually meaningless in terms ofactual 

costs ofobtaining the position (i.e., ten cents for 100 shares). This potential for the increased stepping

ahead oforders would exacerbate the current disincentive for market participants to enter any sizeable 
volume into the markets and would reduce further the value ofdisplaying orders. 

The Institute also is concerned about the effect ofquoting securities in subpennies on market 
transparency and depth. The reduction in quoted market depth as the result ofquoting in penny 
increments arguably is one ofthe developments that have adversely affected institutional investors' 
abUity to execute large o'rders. The Institute believes that displaying consolidated quotes in subpenny 
increments could further reduce the displayed quote size and overall depth ofthe markets.40 For these 
reasons, we would oppose any reduction in the minimum pricing increment for Regulation NMS 

stocks. 

prices could also harm investors and the markets. Among other things. the Commission was concerned that subpenny 
quoting was likdy to further decrease market depth and increase the incidence ofmarket participants stepping ahead of 
standing limit orders for an economically insignificant amount. Moreover. the Commission was concerned that the 
potential benefits ofmarginally better prices that subpenny quotes might offer in securities priced above $1.00 per share 
were not likdy to justify the COStS that would result from such a change. In response to these concerns. the Commission 
adopted Rule 612 of Regulation NMS to prohibit market participants from accepting. ranking. or displaying orders. quotes, 
or indicationS ofincerest in a pricing incremenc finer than a penny in any NMS stock, other than those with a share price 

bdow$l.OO. 

39 See Su~penny Concept Rdease Letter. supra note S. 

40 "We do not recommend that the minimum price variation be decreased further. We are particularly concerned about the 
effect ofa small minimum price variation on order display and on transaction cOStS oflarge traders: Angd/Harris/Spatt 

Paper. supra note 10. 
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v. High Frequency Trading 

One of the focuses of the Release is the impact ofhigh frequency trading on the securities 

markets. According to the Rdease~ estimates ofHFT volume in the U.s. equity markets typically are 50 
percent of the total market volume or higher. Other estimates calculate these figures to be closer to 60 
to 70 percent ofthe total volume. Given the significant market volume that HFT represents, high 

frequency traders and issues connected to HFT have garnered the attention of regulators, Congress, 

and market participants in general.41 

As the Release notes, HFT firms can be organized in a variety ofways, including as a proprietary 

trading firm, as the proprietary tradin.g desk ofa multi-service broker-dealer, or as a hedge- fund. While 

there is no formal definition ofHFT,.the Release notes that characteristi~soften attributed to HIT 

firms are: (1) the use ofextraordinarUy high-speed and sophisticated computer programs for generating, 

routing. and executing orders; (2) use ofco-location services and individual data feeds offered by 

exchanges arid others to minimize network and other types oflatencies; (3) very short time-frames for 

establishing and liquidating positions; (4) the submission of numerous orders that are cancelled shonly 

after submission; and (5) ending the trading day in as close to a flat position as possible (i.e., not 

carrying significant, unhedged positions over-night). 

The Release distinguishes between long-term investors and professional traders such as high 

frequency traders. As the Release notes, long-term investors are market participants who provide 

capital investment and are willing to accept the risk ofownership in listed companies for an extended 

period oftime~ Unlike long-term investors, profeSSional traders generally seek to establish and liquidate 

positions in a shorter time frame. Accordingly, these traders often have different interests than 

investors concerned about the long-term prospects ofa company. 

A. Impact ofHFT on the Securities Markets 

The debate about the impact ofHFT.on the securities markets clearly is still in its infancy and 

there is no consensus on the overall impact ofHFT on the securities markets. 

Funds do not object to HIT per se. HIT arguably brings several benefits to the securities 

markets in general and to investors in the markets, including providing liquidity, tightening spreads, 

and playing a role as the "new market makers." At the same time, there are potential concerns 

4. See, ~.g.• Statement of~enator Edward E. Kaufman (Del.), R~gu/atory Ag~nci~s Incr~asingly Conc~rn~J About High 

Fr~qu~nty Trading. March 2. 2010. Su also Carol L Clark. The Federal Reserve Bank ofChicago. Chicago Fed Letter. 

MControlling IUsk in a Lighuning-Spe~d Trading Environment; March 2010; Sal Arnuk and joseph Saluzzi, Lat~ncy 

Arbitrag~: Th~ Real Power B~hind Pr~Jatory High Frequ~ncy Trading. A Themis Trading LLC White Paper. December 4. 

2009. Quantitative Services Group (QSG). Liquidity Chargee & Price R~versals: Is High Fr~qumcy Trading Adding Insult to 

Injury!. February 2010; and InveStment Technology Group. Understanding and AvoidingAdvers~ S~kction in Dark Pools. 
November 2009 (MITG Study"). 
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associated with HFT. These include concerns relating to many ofthe HIT characteristics noted above. 
including operational advantages or the potential for gaming through the use ofhigh-speed computer 
programs for generating, routing, and executing orders. ·and the use ofco-location services and 
individual data feeds offered by exchanges and others to minimize network and other types oflatencies. 
In addition. the submission ofnumerous orders that are cancelled shonly after submission can create 
unnecessary market traffic and misleading market "noise." Ofparticular concern. our members report 
that strategies employed by HFT (as well as by other market participants) often are designed to detect 
the trading oflarge blocks ofsecurities by funds and to trade with or ahead of those blocks.42 

No matter what the analysis ofthe benefitS and costs ofHFT to the markets concludes, we 

believe the issues surrounding this trading practice are· ripe for further examination by the Commission 
because ofth~ significant amount ofthe daily trading volume that HFT now constitutes. 

B. Need for Increased Transparency ofHigh Frequency Traders and HFT Practices 

There is an immediate need for more information about high frequency traders and the 
practices ofHFT firms. Many ofthe Release's questions regarding the impact ofHFT on long-term 
investors, including funds. are difficult to answer in any comprehensive manner due to the lack of 
transparency regarding the operations ofHFT firms. 

As discussed in further detail below, transparency about HFT firms is needed in several areas, 
including the manner in which HFT firms trade, liquidity rebates and other incentives for order flow 
received by HFT firms. and other potential conflicts of interest that may exist concerning their trading 
and routing practices.43 We believe it would be extremely helpful for regulators and investors both to 
have access to this information to better understand the impact ofHFT on the markets and. for 
investors, to make more efficient trading decisions. 

We are pleased that the Commission has taken the first step towards increasing transparency 
regarding HFT by proposing a large trader reporting system that would allow the Commission to better 
identify large market participants, collect information on their trades, and analyze their trading 
activity.44 

42 SU, t.g., ITG Study. supra note 41 ("Although high-frequency trading firms play an important role in displayed markets by 

tightening the spreads. they arc often the cause ofshort-term adverse selection in dark pools. And. due to the overwhelming 
participation level ofhigh-frequency trading firms in dark pools. adverse selection is occurring much mOTe frequendy to the 
detriment ofbuyside participants.•). 

43 As discussed above in Section III, we believe transparency is needed regarding the trading practices ofmany market 
participants, not only HIT firms. We therefore are not Singling out HIT firms for any particular regulatory requirements 
surrounding transparency and suggest that disclosure and other requirements regarding execution practices be applied 
uniformly across all trading venues and market participants. 

44 Stt Securities Exchange Act Release No. 61908 (April 14. 2010). See also Statement ofSEC Commissioner Elisse B. 

Walter at Commission open meeting regarding large trader reporting requirement,·April 14. 2010 (·Well-regulated markets 
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c. HFT Strategies 

Rather chan attempt to create a precise definition ofHFT, the Release focuses on particular 
strategies and tools that may be used by HFT firms and examines whether these strategies benefit or 
harm market structure performance and the interests oflong-term investors. The Release discusses four 
types oftrading ~trategies - passive market marking, arbitrage, structural, and directional. We will 
focus on the impact of two of these strategies on investors, passiv:e market making and directional, and 
related issues ofliquidity rebates and IOC orders in the markets.4S 

1. Liquidity Rebates and Passive ~~rketMaking Strategies 

The Commission generally seeks comment on the quality of liquidity provided by HFT firms 
that engage in "passive market making" and the benefits and drawbacks ofliquidity rebates in light of 
th~ir use by such firms. The Commission describes "passive market making" as primarily involving the 
submission ofnon-marketable resting orders (bids and offers) that provide liquidity to the marketplace 
at specified prices. The Commission notes that while HFT firms engaged in passive market making 
may sometimes take liquidity ifnecessary to liquidate a position rapidly, the primary sources ofprofits 
for HFT firms under this strategy are' from earning the spread by buying at the bid and selling at the 
offer and capturing any liquidity rebates offered by trading centers to liquidity-supplying orders.46 

a. Background on Liquidity Rebates 

Liquidity rebates became a prominent feature of the markets as a result of the business practices 
ofECNs and Nasdaq. At the time the Commission incorporated ECN orders into the public 
quotation system, EeNs and Nasdaq vigorously competed with each other for order flow. To attract 
liquidity onto their limit order books, ECNs and Nasdaq began offering liquidity rebates to reward 
market participants for submitting"resting" limit orders that gave depth to the trading book. ,They also 
imposed a per-share.accessJee on the incoming marketable orders that execute against the resting limit 
orders.and thereby ~remove·liquidity'~fromthe book. Because non-subscribers could not place limit 
orders on an EeN's book and therefore could not receive the rebates, the fees that they paid acted as a 

subsidy to the subscribers that placed standing limit orders on the EeN's book. 

require that r~lacorshave the cools and information they need to conduct surveillance as well as investigations of 
manipulative, abusive, or other illegal activity, and to better understand market participants. To do this effectivdy. 
regulators and self-regulators must have timdy and accurate information.") 

"s While our letter focuses on the impact of these two strategies. we bdicve the other two strategies discussed in the ~dease 
the arbitrage and structural strategies - also are worthy ofexamination. 

46 The practice ofproviding liquidity rebates is associated with what is often referred to as the "maker/taker" model. In the 
maker/taker model. trading venues charge access fees to traders who "take" liquidity with macketable orders and pay rebates 
to limit order providers who "make"liquidity by placing standing limit orders. 
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The use of liquidity rebates quickly moved to marketplaces other than Nasdaq and ECNs. 
Other exchanges began to use rebates or variations ofthis pricing methodology. Some ATSs other than 
ECNs also began to employ rebates in an attempt either to gain order flow for a-new market venue 
through attractive pricing arrangements or to incentivize the routing ofcertain types oforders. 

As a result ofthe impact on order routing caused by liquidity rebates and access fees, the 
Commission considered a variety ofproposals to address these issues when it proposed Regulation 

r NMS. Ultimately, the Commission limited access fees such that they could not be more than a de 
l. minimis amount.47 While Regulation NMS capped access fees, it did not eliminate or limit liquidity 

rebates. Ifanything, the practice ofpro!iding liquidity rebates has become more pronounced in recent 
years, and most ifnot all equity exchanges have moved to a model ofproviding liquidity rebates to 
persons who post liquidity in their markets. 

, . 
b. Fairness ofLiquidity Rebates 

The Commission requests comment whether liquidity rebates are unfair to long-term investors 
l. because they tend to be paid primarily to HIT Arms engaging in passive market making strategies, or 

whether they generally beneAt long-term investors by promoting narrower spreads and more 
immediately accessible liquidity. 

The Institute believes that the incentives that currently exist for market participants to route 
orders to particular venues, and any related conflicts of interest that may arise due to these 'incentives, 
need to be examined. For example, we are concerned that brokers may refrain from posting limit orders 
on a particular exchange because it offers lower liquidity rebates than other markets, even though that 
exchange offers the best possibility ofan execution for those limit orders. Practices such as these, in 
turn. may ultimately harm investors because their limit orders may not be executed.48 At the same time. 
it is unclear what beneAts liquidity rebates provide to investors. 

The Institute does not recommend that liquidity rebates be prohibited at this time, as more 

should be learned about the effects of this practice. We instead suggest that the Commission, at the 
very least, require more transparency surrounding rebates and the revenue to market participants 
generated by rebates, as well as other incentives provided to route orders. This would provide regulators 
and the public with important information to assess routing decisions. We further recommend that 

47 In particular. Rulc 610 ofRegulation NMS limits the fees that can be charged for access to quotations to $0.003 per share 
(or 0.3 percent ofthe quotation price per share for quotations less than $1.00). 

48 "'[T]he 'makc or takc· model for pricing cxchange services has lcd to perverse outcomes .... We recommend that the SEC 
require that all brokers pass through the fees and liquidity rebates to their clients. The SEC also should indicate dearly that 
the principles ofbcst execution apply to net prices and ~ot to quoted prices: See Angel/Harris/Spatt Paper. supra note 10. 
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the Commission examine the data generated about liquidity rebate practices and determine whether 
further rulemaking is necessary to address concerns in this area. 

2. Directional Strategies 

The Release discusses two types of"directional strategies," order anticipation strategies and 

momentum ignition strategies, where a HFT firm takes a significant, unhedged position based on an 
anticipation ofan intra-day price movement ofa particular direction that may contribute to the quality 
ofprice discovery in a stock. The Release notes that these strategies may pose particular problems for 
long-cerm investors. . 

a. Order Anticipation Strategies 

The Release states' that an order anticipation strategy occurs when a HFT firm see~ to 
ascertain the existence ofone or more large buyers (sellers) in the market and to buy (sell) ahead ofthe 
large orders with the goal ofcapturing a price movement in the direction ofthe large trading interest. 
After a profitable price movement, the HFT firm then may attempt to sell to (buy from) the large buyer 
(seller) or be the counterpany to the large buyer's (seller's) trading. In addition, the HFT firm may 
view the trading interest ofthe large buyer (seller) as a free option to trade against ifthe price ploves 
contrary to the HFT firm's posi.tion.49 . 

As the Release notes, there is nothing illegal per se about an order anticipation strategy. Many 
market participants, in addition to HFT firms, utilize sophisticated pattern recognition software to 
ascertain from available information the existence ofa large buyer or seller or use orders to "ping" the 
markets in an attempt to locate and trade ahead oflarge buyers and sellers. Merely because this 
behavior is not per se illegal, however, does not mean that this type ofstrategy is beneficial to the 
markets or to investors, or that it does not interfere with efficient price discovery. 

Funds have been concerned about this type ofmarket practice for years. Many market 
participants, including floor brokers and market makers, used these techniques in the past to obtain an 

advantage over funds. What has changed, as the Release correctly recognizes, is the technology available 
to HFT firms that has allowed them to better identify and execute these trading strategies. Technology 
has made the use of these strategies much easier and cheaper to employ, thereby lowering the risk to 
users of these strategies. This, in turn, has made trading more difficult for funds that are interested in 
buying and selling large positions and that are hurt by market participants that trade in front oftheir 

orders. 

49 The Release notes that any proprietary firm or other person that violates a duty to a large buyer or seller or 
misappropriates their order information and then uses the information for its own trad;ing to the detriment of the large 
buyer and seller has engaged in misconduct that a1rea~y is prohibited, such as forms offront running. 
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While this strategy may not be in violation ofany specific regulation, several aspects ofthe 
strategy are akin to methods that market participants may use to game the markets. We therefore 
recommend that the Commission examine whether any new regulations are necessary to address firms 
that are conducting an order anticipation strategy and whether certain order anticipation strategies 
should be considered as improper or manipulative activity.50 

b. JOe Orders and the Practice of"Pinging" 

The Commission requests comment on whether the use of"pinging" orders to access 
undisplayed liquidity should be prohibited or restricted. The Commissio'n describes a "pinging" order 
as an laC order that can be used to search for and access all types ofundi~playedliquidity. including 
liquidity at dark p.ools and undisplayed order types at exchanges and ECNs. IOC orders are deAnedas 
market or limit orders that are automatically exe~uted against the full size ofa displayed quotation. with 
any unexecuted portion of the orders immediately cancelled.sl 

lac orders have increased recently due arguably. in part. to the growth in HFT. The frequent 
use ofIOCs is a double-edged sword. High frequency traders employing these orders provide liquidity 
to the market. On the other hand. our members are concerned that much ofthe order flow from these 
types oforders only provide"noise" to the market in that they offer only fleeting liquidity in small size. 
The frequent placement and cancellation oforders also can provide a confusing and disjointed 
indication of the current NBBO. Finally. we are concerned that some of these orders are predicated 
upon informational advantages about trades or orders (through. for example. the use ofhigh-speed tape 
feeds) or are attempts to ferret out the existence oflarger orders being executed (through algorithms or 
broker handling) in order to trade ahead of these orders. 

The Institute believes that the Commission should act to address the increasing number of 
order can~ellations in the securities markets. At the very least. this is an area worthy offurther 
Commission examination including considering whether requirements should be put in place to 
restrict certain types oflaCs or "pinging" in specific contexts, or whether a fee or "penalty" should be 
imposed on cancelled orders that would discourage the current risk-free use of IOCs. 

so A -momentUm ignition strategy- occurs when the HIT firm may initiate a series oforders and trades (potentially along 

with spreading false rumors in the marketplace) in an attempt to ignite a rapid price move either up or down. For example. 
the trader may intend that the rapid submission and cancellation ofmany orders. along with the execution ofsome trades. 
wiU"spoor the algorithms ofother traders into action and cawe them to buy (sell) more aggressivdy. We believe this 
strategy raises concerns similar to the order anticipation strategy and should be addressed by the Commission in the same 
manner as recommended above. 

';1 Su, ~.g., NYSE Rule 13 (definition ofa "Regulation NMS.compliant Immediate or Cancel Order"). IOC orders have 

been around since at least th~ 1970s. Su, ~.g., Securities Exchange Act Release No. 14987 Ouly 24. 1978).43 FR 33854 

(August 1. 1978) (order approving a proposed rule change by the Midwest Stock Exchange to adopt several order types. 
including an "immediate or cancel" order). 
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D. Tools Utilized by HFT to Obtain Market Access 

There are a number ofcools that HFT firms use to obtain the fastest market access possible to 

satisfy the manner in which they need to trade. One ofthese tools is "co-location." Another is us~ng 

certain advantages arising from the current structure oftrading center data feeds and market data 

distribution.51 

l. Co-Location 

The Commission requests comment on the fairness ofco-location services and w~et~e.r.they 

benefit or harm long-term investors an.d market quality, including whether they provide. tiFi.r firms 

with an unfair advantage. As the Commission describes in the Release, co-location isa service offered 

by trading centers that operate their own data centers and by third-parties that host the matching 

engines of trading centers. The trading center or third-party rents space to market participants that 

enables them to place their servers in close physical proximity to a trading center's matching engine. 

Co-location helps minimize network and other types oflatencies between the matching engine of 

trading centers and the servers ofmarket participants. They assist HFT firms in that they reduce the 

time to access trading venues to submit orders, as well as to receive execution reports and other messages 
from the trading venue. 'j) 

The Commission has taken the position t!:tat co-location services offered by exchanges are 

subject to the requirements in the Exchange Act. The terms ofco-location services therefore must not 

be unfairly discriminatory and the fees must be equitably allocated and reasonable. The Institute 

believes that these are the appropriate standards by which the Commission should judge co-location 

services offered by exchanges and, rather than banning such services, the Commission should subject 

them to standards that ensure fairness and equity in their allocation. 

2. Trading Center Data Feeds and Market Data Distribution 

The Release states that an important tool used by HFT firms is the individual data feeds offered 

by many exchanges and ECNs. Specifically. some HFT firms opt to use individual data feeds to avoid 

the .latency between consolidated data feeds and individual trading center data feeds. The Release notes 

that when the Commission adopted Regulation NMS, it did not require a market center to synchronize 

the delivery of its data to end-users with delivery ofdata by a plan processor to end-users. In particular, 

'i2 The Commission has proposed to address other tools used by high frequency traders that have raised concerns for the 
securities markets including certain market access arrangementS and flash orders. The Institute supported requiring broker
dealers to implement risk management controls and supervisory procedures reasonably designed to manage the risks 
associated with market access. Su ICI Flash Order Letter, supra note S. The Institute also supported the Commission's 

proposal to eliminate the exception for "flash orders· from the quoting requirementS of the Exchange Ace. Id. 

'j) The Release cites obtaining the fastest delivery ofmarket data through co-location arrangements as an example ofa 

structural strategy used by H FT. i.t., exploiting structural vulnerabilities in the market or in certain market participantS. 
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the Commission decided to eliminate the provisions in the Exchange Act that prohibited the 
independent distribution of~arket data. In making this change, the Commission only required that 
market data be distributed on terms that are "fair and reasonable" and "not unreasonably 
discriminatory." 

Given the extra step required for market centers to transmit data to plan processors, and for 
plan processors to consolidate the information and distribute the information to the public, the 
information in individual data feeds ofexchanges and ECNs generally reach~s market participants 
faster than the same information in the consolidated data feeds. The Commission estimates that the 
average latency in the provision of information on quotes and trades by plan processors as opposed to 
direct feeds from market centers is less than 10 milliseconds. While ,this latency may seem de minimis, 
in reality it may provide a valuable advantage to those who obtain directfeeds from market venues as 
those persons may be able to perceive a pricing change and ac~ upon it before the change is discernable 
to the rest ofthe marketplace. 

To ad4ress concerns about the latency for investors receiving market data; the Institute believes 
that the Commission should consider eliminating the cwo-tiered distribution ofconsolidated quote 
and tape information. Specifically. we recommend that all market participants receive market data 
feeds from the same source,'so that there is no time advantage available to some market participants 
from the choice ofdata feed. We recognize that some market participants will still have access to faster 
data transmission through- more powerful computer capabilities on their end after distribution ofthe 
data to a common source, but that is merely a function ofthe participant's choice of resources to devote 
to their own internal computer processing. We believe this type ofadvantage is different than a built-in 
advantage due to the choice ofdata feed lines. 

E. Regulatory Obligations on HFT Firms 

As the Release notes, firms that employ passive market making strategies largely have replaced 
more traditional types ofliquidity providers in the equity markets, such as exchange specialists on 
manual trading floors and OTC market makers that trade directly with customers. While such passive 
market making firms are liquidity providers like specialists, they generally are not given special time and 
place privileges in exchange trading. They also are not subject to the trading obligations that in the past 
had accompanied s':lch privileges. 

Specialists traditionally had been subject to special restrictions on their trading activity in light 
of their time and place advantages in the exchange markets. In particular. specialists had two primary 
duties: (I) performing their"negative obligation" to execute customer orders at the most advantageous 
price with minimal dealer intervention, and (2) fulfilling their "affirmative obligation" to offset 
imbalances in supply and demand. Specialists were required to participate as both broker (or agent), 
abst:nting themselves from th~ market to pair executable customer orders against each other, and as 
dealer (or principal), trading for the specialists' dealer or proprietary accounts when needed to facilitate 
price continuity and fill customer orders when there was no available contra parties to those orders. . 
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Since the adoption ofReguIation NMS and the corresponding increase ofelectronic trading, 
the NYSE has replaced its specialist system with a Designated Market Maker ("DMM") system and has 
scaled back on the negative a~d affirmative obligations of the DMMs. ')4 Non-sp.ecialist market makers 
on other exchanges are not subject to negative obligations, but they are subject to a requirement to 
maintain a fair and orderly market. Exchanges vary as to the specific obligatio~s imposed on market 
makers to fulfill this responsibility. While OTC market makers are not subject to such negative and 

affirmative obligations, they are subject to certain quoting obligations under the Exchange Act and 
SRO rules.'is 

While HFT firms provide liquidity to the markets, they are under no obligation-to do.so.:~n4 

pick and choose ~o provide liquidity and capture spreads when it is in their interest. HFT firms.can 
therefore act as de facto market makers at times ·oftheir choosing without being subject to any quoting 
obligations. To address these issues, w~ recommend that the Commission examine the trading activity 
ofHFT firms versus the liquidity they provide and consider whether HIT firms should be subjected to 
quoting obligations similar to that ofaTC market makers or any other regulations similar to the 
affirmative and negative obligations ofspecialists and market makers. 

F. Exchange Traded Funds 

In the section of the Release discussing the arbitrage strategy employed by high frequency 
traders, the Release asks several questions regarding ETFs, including whether the impact ofETF trading 
has been positive or negative for long-term investors and overall market quality. 

As the Release notes. ETFs have become an increasingly popular investment vehicle. Over the 
past decade. demand for ETFs has grown markedly as investors - both institutional and retail - have 
increasin.gly turned to them as investment options in their portfolios. As of the end of2009, there were 
797 ETFs on the market with more than $777 billion in total net assets.56 

54 The NYSE recendy granted DMM status to GETCO. one of the largest HFT firms. 

~~ In particular. Rule 602 of Regulation NMS (the firm quoce rule) requires an GTC markec maker [0 submic its best bids. 
best offers and quotation sizes for an exchange-traded security to a national securities association if the volume ofthe GTC 
market maker's transactions for that security exceeds one percenc ofche aggregate reported trading volume for that security 
during the most recent calendar quarter. In light ofNasdaq's registration as an exchange. the Commission has granted an 
exemption from this requirement that allows an OTC market maker to communicate its best bids. best offers and quotation 
sizes to Nasdaq (as opposed to FINRA), provided Nasdaq meets certain conditions. Under Nasdaq Rule 4612. OTC 
market makers seeking to POSt quotations in Nasdaq must register as market makers. As registered market makers, they are 
obligated under Nasdaq Rule 4613 to engage in a course ofdealings for their own account to assist in the maintenance. 
insofar as reasonably practicable. offair and orderly markets, and to enter and maintain two-sided quotations and trade for 
their own accounts on a continuous basis. 

~6 Source: Invcstment Company Insticute. For more information on ETFs, see 2009 [nvestmenc Company Institute Fact 

Book at www.icifactbook.org. Data excludes ETFs that primarily invcsc in other ETFs. 
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ETFs bring several benefits to the securities markets, and to investors in the markets. For 

example, the trading ofETFs provides liquidity not only in the ETF itself, but also in the undeaying 

securities comprising the ETF. In addition, ETFs provide market participants, such as market makers, 
with an efficient way to hedge their positions. ETFs also allow investors better and more diversified 

access to markets they may not otherwise have had, including narrow sectors ofthe markets and 

relatively illiquid markets. For these reasons, we believe the impact ofETF trading has been positive for 
overall market quality. 

VI. Impact ofMarket Structure on Other Areas 

The Release focuses on the structure ofthe equity markets and does not focus· on the markets 

for other types of instruments that are related to equities. The Release n~ertheless requests comment 

on the extent to which the issues identified in the Release are intertwined with other markets and on 

the impact Cif globalization on the u.s. market structure. 

A. Review ofFixed Income Markets Needed 

Compared to the attention given to the equity markets by regulators and Congress relating to 
regulatory reform, there has been far less debate about the fiXed income markets. This clearly has not 

been the result ofthe lack ofneed for reform in this area.';7 Many of the issues discussed above with 

respect to the equity markets, such as the need for increased transparency by certain market 

participants, addressing conflicts ofinterest that may be present, and whether regulation in general has 

kept pace with how securities are traded, are all present in the fixed income markets, perhaps to an even 
greater degree. The Institute has long advocated for reform in this area, particularly relating to 

municipal securities.58 

Disclosure in the municipal securities markets is significantly substandard when compared to 

that available to equity investors. CompreheQsive, accurate, and accessible disclosure is critical to 

investors in the municipal securities markets, particularly because ofthe complexity, diversity, and sheer 

num~er ofsecurities in this market. At the end of2009, investors held 3S percent ofthe $2.8 trillion 

municipal securities market through funds, and households held another 3S percent directly.59 These 

S7 See Statement ofSEC Commissioner Elisse B. Walter at open meeting regarding Release. January 13.2010 (<C ••• I believe 

that the market structure ofthe fixed income market deserves dose Commission attention. The decentralized market 
structure of the fixed income market. as distinguished from the equity market. may contribut~ to its higher transaction cOStS, 
poor transparency - particularly pre·trade. and lesser liquidity - and thus deserves greater scrutiny:) 

~8 See, ~.g.• Letters from Karrie McMillan, General Counsel, Investment Company Institute. to Florence Harmon. Acting 

Secretary. U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission. dated July 25.2008 and September 22. 2008. 

S9 2009 Investment Company Institute Fact Book. 
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investors need timely and efficient access to information to perform credit analysis, make informed 
investment decisions, monitor their securities portfolios, and protect themselves from fraud. 

Legislative action will be necessary to develop a more robust disclosure s;:egime for municipal 
securities. The Tower Amendment, adopted in 1975, currently prohibits the Commission (and the 
Municipal Securities RuJemaking Board) from directly or indirectly requiring issuers ofmunicipal 
securities to file documents with them before the securities are sold. Because of these restrictions, the 
disclosure regime for municipal securities is woefully inadequate and the regulatory framework is 
insufficient for many investors in coday's complex marketplace.60 Most significantly, the'disclosure is 
limited, non-standardized, and often stale, and the disparities from the corporate issuer di$dosure 

regime are numerous. As active participants in the municipal securities markets, our members are . . 

keenly interested in' having timely access to relevant and reliable information relating to municipal 
securities offerings. 

Municipal securities are only one segment ofthe fixed income market. Attention should also be 
given to issues such as trade reporting for fixed income securities and certain trading practices ofbroker
dealers and other market participants. As a Start, we urge the Commission to issue a comprehensive 
concept release examining the fIxed income markets to gather comments from a wide variety ofmarket 
participants co assist in determining what regulatory changes are needed to best serve investors. The 
Institute believes chat such an examination is long overdue and that investors would be well served by a 
study ofdevelopments in this area. 

B. Globalization 

The issues surrounding the crading ofsecurities by funds and other institutional investors are 
no longer purely a domestic matter. Many funds have intricately linked global trading desks and must 
be concerned not only about the regulation and structure ofthe securities markets in the United States 
but also in other jurisdictions in which they trade. 

Jurisdictions around the world are starting to, or are already facing, many ofthe issues raised by 

the' Release.61 As the Commission examines its current, and considers further, initiatives relati!1g to the 

60 S~~, ~.g.. Speech by SEC Commissioner Elisse B. Walter. ReguLttion ofthe Municipal Securiti~s Market: Inv~stors Ar~ Not 

S~cond-Class Citiz~ns. 1Dth Annual A. A. Sommer.Jr. Corporate, Securities and Financial Law Lecture. New York. New 

York. October 28, 2009 ("In my view, we should no longer treat muni investors as second-class citizens - hence the subtitle 
ofmy talk today. Whilewe have to make proper allowances for the unique needs ofmunicipal issuers, we do not have to 
tolerate investors in municipal securities being given 'second class treatment' under the federal securities laws. Investors 
deserve the same level ofhigh-quality disclosure and protection in the municipal market as they currently get in the 
corporate market and should not have to be forced co rely on good-faith voluntary disclosure. It) 

61 For example. the European Union's Markets in Financial Instruments Directive ("MiFID It) imposed a set ofrequirements 
on European market panicipan ts similar to those adopted by the Commission. These changes have resulted in a Significant 
increase in competition in Europe. with the current securities exchanges being challenged by a significant number ofnew 
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reform ofthe regulation ofthe U.S. securities markets. we urge it to work closely with foreign regulators 
to create consistent and sensible cross-border regulations. 

We commend the Commission for its participation in several global effoces to reform the 
regulation ofthe securiti~ markets. such as the effoces ofthe International Organization ofSecurities . 
Commission's ("IOSCO") and the Committee ofEuropean Securities Regulators ("CESR"). We urg~ 

the Commission to work with these and other groups and to coordinate actions when possible. Our 
increasingly global markets demand such cooperation among national regulators to avoid negative 
consequences ofincongruent regulatory requirements and to encourage regulatory synergies as funds 
pursue an incr~asing cross-border presence in the interest offund shareholders. 

Ifyou have any questions on our comment letter. please feel free to contact me directly at (202) 
326-5815. or Ari Burstein at (202) 371-5408. 

Sincerely. 

lsI Karrie McMillan 

Karrie McMillan 
General Counsel 

cc:	 The Honorable Mary L. Schapiro
 
The Honorable Kathleen L. Casey
 
The Honorable Elisse B. Walter
 
The Honorable Luis A. Aguilar
 
The Honorable Troy A. Paredes
 

.... 

Robert W. Cook. Director 
James Brigagliano. Depucy Director 
David Shillman. Associate Director 
Division ofTrading and Markets 

Andrew "Buddy" Donohue, Director 
Division of Investment Management 

Henry T. C. Hu. Director
 
·Division ofRisk, Strategy. and Financial Innovation
 
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 

alternative trading venues. raising many related market structure issues such as an increase ofHFTand concerns aboutthe 
dissemination ofmarket information. 
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Ms. Elizabeth M. Murphy
 

Secretary
 
Securities and Exchange Commission
 
100 F Street, N.E.
 

Washington. D.C. 20549
 

Re: Market Structure Roundtable (File No. 4-602) 

Dear Ms. Murphy: 

The Investment Company Institute l is writing to provide comments in advance of the 
Commission's June 2 roundtable regarding the current U.S. equity market structure. The roundtable 
focuses on issues raised by the Commission's. recent concept release requesting comment on several 

market structure issues, including market structure performance, high frequency trading and 
undisplayed liquidity.2 As the Institute discussed in its comment letter on the concept release, a copy of 

which is attached, we strongly support the Commission's examination of the current structure ofthe 

U.S. equity markets and whether the rules governing the markets have kept pace with the significant 
changes in technology and trading practices. 

The issues considered by the concept release and to be discussed at the roundtable have taken 

on increased importance given the events that occurred in the markets on May 6. It is clear that the 

large and sudden price dislocations experienced on May 6 were. at least in part, the result of 

inefficiencies in the current U.S. market structure. Most significantly, while the securities markets have 

become highly automated and increasingly complex and fragmented, the rules governing the markets 

I The Investment Company Insdcute is the national association of U.S. investment companies. including mutual funds, 
closed-end funds, exchange-traded funds (ETFs). and unit investment trUSts (UITs). ICI seeks to encourage adherence to 
high ethical standards. promote public understanding. and otherwise advance the interests offunds. their shareholders. 
directors. and advisers. Members of ICI manage total assets of$11.97 trillion and serve almost 90 million s~areholders. 

2 See SEC Rdease No. 61358 Oanuary 14.2010).75 FR3594 Oanuary 21. 2010} (Concept Rdease on Equity Market 

Structure). available 3r hrrp:l!www.sc.c.gov/rulcs!concepr/2010/34-61358.pd£ 
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have not kept pace with the level ofcomplexity and growth of the wide variety oftrading venues and 
market participants. 

The structure ofthe securities markets has a significant impact on Institute members. who are 
investors ofover $11 trillion ofassets and who held 28 percent of the value ofpublicly traded u.s. 
equity outstanding at the end of2009. We are institutional investors, but invest on behalfofalmost 90 
million individual shareholders. Registered investment companies and their shareholders therefore 
have a strong interest in ensuring that the securities markets are highly competitive. transparent and 
efficient, and that the regulatory structure that governs the securities markets encourages. rather than 

impedes, liquidity, transparency, and price discovery. Consistent with these goals, ,we have strongly 

supported Commission efforts to address issues that may impact the fair and orderly operation ofthe 
securities markets and investor confidence in those markets. 

Our letter reiterates several of the comments made in our letter on the concept release regarding 
the issues to be discussed at the roundtable and expresses our initial views on some of the market 
structure issues raised by the events ofMay 6. We will supplement our letter with further comments 
after the roundtable. 

I. Need for Increased Transparency ofInformation Regarding the Securities Markets 

Given the compleXities of the current market structure. one of the areas in which Commission 

action will be critical is the need for increased transparency regarding specific trading issues such as the 
order routing and execution practices ofbroker-dealers and other trading venues, as well as about 
broader market issues such as high frequency trading ("HFT") and und~splayedliquidity.l 

As the events ofMay 6 illustrated, sufficient information about a growing portion of trading in 
the securities markets is lacking. Improved information about current trading practices and market 
particip~ts would allow investors to make better informed investment decisions. The importance of 
initiatives to address disclosure to investors is discussed in our comment letter. 

Regulators also would greatly benefit from better market information, as has been made starkly 

apparent in the aftermath ofthe severe decline in stock prices on May 6; the Commission has been 
unable to readily gather meaningful and comprehensive information about the activities ofthe markets 

3 As discussed in greater detail in our comment letter on the concept release, we recommend that the Commission examine 
the sufficiency ofme information provided by brokers and other trading venues to investors about trade execution. 
including whether brokers are providing adequate and accurate information directly to investors about how orders are 
handled and rOUted; the need for more public disclosure about how orders provided to brokers are handled; and better trade 
reporting by all types ofexecution venues regarding order execution. We also recommend that the Commission increase 
transparency surrounding HIT including the manner in which HFT firms trade. liquidity rebates and other incentives for 
order flow received by HFT firms, and other potential conflicts of interest that may exist concerning their trading and 
routing practices. 
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and market participants. As Chairman Schapiro stated in her recent testimony on the events ofMay 6,4 
there is a critical need for the Commission to develop the tools necessary to easily identify large traders 
to evaluate their trading activity. This need is heightened by the fact that large traders, including 
certain high frequency traders, are playing an increasingly prominent role in the securities markets. 

The Commission has recently taken a number ofsteps to improve the transparency ofmarket 
information. The recently proposed large trader reporting system would enhance the Commission's 
ability to identify large market participants, collect information on their trades, and analyze their 
trading activity.S In addition to the large trader reporting proposal, the Commission just last week 
proposed a rule to require self-regulatory organizations to jointly develop, implement and maintain a 
consolidated audit traiI.6 Together, t~ese proposals should significandy improve the ability ofthe 
Commission to conduct comprehensive trading analyses. We urge the Commission to continue to 
examine ways to improve transparency about current trading practices and market participants. 

II. Role ofLiquidity Providers 

The role ofliquidity providers under the current market structure has garnered the attention of 
regulators, Congress, and market participants in general. Much ofthis focus has been on the increased 
presence of high frequency traders in the marketplace, and the effect their activities may have on the 
markets. 

Funds do not object to HFT per se. HFT arguably brings several benefits to the securities 

markets, including providing liquidity and tightening spreads. At the same time, however, there are 
potential concerns associated with HFT. These include, among other things, the operational . 
advantages, or the potential for "gaming," through the use ofhigh-speed computer programs for 
generating, routing, and executing orders. Ofparticular concern, Institute members report that 
strategies employed by HFT (as well as by other market participants such as hedge funds) often are 
designed to detect the trading oflarge blocks ofsecurities by funds and co trade with or ahead ofthose 

blocks. 

4 Su Testimony ofChairman Mary L Schapiro. Examining the Causes and Lessons ofthe May 6ch Market Plunge. before 

the Subcommittee on Securities. In$urance. and Investment of the United States Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, 
and Urban Affairs. May 20.2010. available at http://www.sec.gov/news/testimony/2010/ts052010mls.htm and testimony 
ofChairman'Mary L Schapiro. Testimony Concerning the Severe Market Disruption on May 6. 2010..before the Financial 
Services Subcommittee on Capital MarketS. Insurance and Government Sponsored Enterprises of the U.S. House of 
Representatives. May 11. ].010. available at http://www.sec.gov/newsltesdmony/2010/ts051110mls.htm. 

S See SEC Release No. 61908 (April 14.2010).75 FR 21456 (April 23. 2010) (Large Trader Reporting System). available at 

http://www.sec.gov/rules/proposed/2010/34-61908.pd£ 

6 See SEC Release No. 62174 (May 26. 2010) (Consolidated Audit Trail). available at 

http://www.sec.gov/rules/proposcd/20 I 0/34-62174.pdf 
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The role ofHFT and traditional liquidity providers such as market makers has taken on more 
significance since the events ofMay 6, as the sudden absence of liquidity in the markets played a critical 
role in the severe decline in stock prices. As discussed in th~ joint CFTC-SEC preliminary report on· 
the May 6 events/ it appears that some liquidity providers temporarily did not participate in the market 
to support some stocks as the prices ofthose stocks traded sharply downward. The failure ofthese firms 

to continue to participate in the markets calls into question their value as a reliable source ofliquidity.8 

To address concerns regarding the absence ofliquidity in times ofmarket stress, we recommend 
that the Commission examine the trading activity ofHFT firms, the liquidity they provide, and 
consider whether HIT firms should be subjected to quoting obligations similar to that ofaTC market 

makers. or other regulations similar to the affirmative and negative obligations ofspec:ialis~and.m~.rket 

makers. Currendy, while HFT firms provide liquidity tome markets. they are under no obliga~ion to 
do so and pick and choose to provide liquidity and capture spreads when it is in their interest. HFT 
firms can therefore act as defacto market makers at times of their choosing, but without being subject to 

any quoting obligations. We also recommend that the Commission examine whether more stringent 
obligations are necessary for traditional market makers in times ofmarket stress. We are pleased that 
the Commission is looking at the data from May 6 and considering the types ofobligations that should 
apply to certain liquidity providers. 

III. Undisplayed Liquidity and the Need for Increased Public Display ofOrders 

Much ofthe current debate over the structure ofthe U.S. securities markets has centered on the 
proliferation ofundisplayed, or "dark," liquidity. Funds have long been significant users ofundisplayed 
liquidity and the trading venues that provide such liquidity. These venues provide a mechanism for 
transactions to interact without displaying the full scale ofa fund's trading interest, thereby lessening 
the cost ofimplementing trading ideas and mitigating the risk ofinformation leakage. These venues 
also allow funds to avoid transacting with market participants who seek to profit from the impact ofthe 
public display oflarge orders to the detriment offunds and their shareholders. 

7 Su Report ofme Staffs of the CFTC and SEC to the Joint Advisory Committee on Emerging Regulatory Issues, 

Prdiminary Findings Regarding the Market Events ofMay 6, 2010, dated May ~ 8. 2010, available at 
hrrp:!!www.sec.gov!scc-cftc-prclimreport.pd£ 

8 We agree with Chairman Schapiro mat the sources ofthe selling pressure on May 6 must be considered. specifically me 
extent that the wave ofselling on May 6 came from proprietary firms employing"directional" strategies triggered by signals 
that attempt to explOit short-term price movements. As we discussed in our comment letter on the concept rdease. we 
recommend that me Commission examine whether any new regulations are necessary to address firms tha~ are conducting. 
for example. an "order anticipation strategy" and whether certain order anticipation strategies should be considered as 
improper or manipulative activity. 
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At the same time, we recognize that while venues providing undisplayed liquidity bring certain 
benefits to funds, not displaying orders detracts to some extent from market transparency.9 We 
therefore understand the Commission's desire to examine trading venues that do not display 
quotations to the public and its concerns about, for example, the creation ofa t\!o-tiered market. The 
Institute has long advocated for regulatory changes that would result in more displayed quotes and 
believes that increasing overall transparency in the markets would lead to a more efficient marketplace. 
We support the Commission's efforts to examine the impact ofcertain undisplayed liquidity on price 
discovery on the markets, while balancing the competing goal ofprotecting fund shareholders from the 
effects of information leakage. 

IV. Market Structure Issues Arising from~~y6 Events 

The events ofMay 6 highlight the need to examine several other areas not specifically addressed 
in the concept release. These include the need for: (1) updated market-wide and stock-by-stock circuit 
breakers; (2) better procedures for resolVing clearly erroneous trades; (3) an examination ofthe use of 
market orders; (4) an examination of the inconsistent practices ofexchanges regarding addressing major 
price movements in stocks; and (5) better coordination across all types of markets. These issues take on 
importance for all exchange-traded securities, including exchange-traded funds ("ETFs"). ETF trades 
comprised a majority ofthe trades that were cancelled on May 6. The large number ofETF trades that 
were cancelled was, at least in part, the result of inefficiencies in the current U.S. market structure. 

A. Circuit Breakers 

The events ofMay 6 highlighted inconsistencies among the various exchanges regarding 
market-wide circuit breakers as well as the need for individual stock circuit breakers. The Commission 
has taken the initial step ofproposing stock-by-stock specific circuit breakers.1o The Institute strongly 
supports this initiative and will be submitting formal comments on the proposals. 

B. Reform ofClearly Erroneous Rules 

On May 6, many trades were cancelled according to the securities markets' "clearly erroneous 
rules," which provide the various securiti~s exchanges with the ability to cancel trades effected at prices 
that were sharply divergent from prevailing market prices. We are pleased by the commitment of the 
Commission to work with the exchanges and FINRA to improve the process for breaking erroneous 
trades, by assuring speed and consistency across markets. The current arbitrary nature by which the 

'J We also recognize that increased transparency about the execution ofundisplayed orders. including the chain ofmarket 
particip;vltS involved in the execution, could be helpful to regulators to address some of the difficulties experienced in 
understanding the trading activity on May 6. 

10 Su SEC Press Release 2010-80. SEC 10 Pub/i.shfOr Commmt Stock.by-Stodc Circuit Br~aJur Rule Proposals, May 28. 2010, 

available at http://www.sec.gov/ncws/press/2010/2010-80.htm. 
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threshold level for correcting trades is set clearly does work effectively and does not operate in the best 

interests of investors. 

c. Use ofMarket Orders 

As illustrated on May 6, an abnormally large order or influx oforders can quickly use up all 

available liquidity across the markets, resulting in orders breaking through many price levels in an effort 
to obtain an execution at any price. This possibility has raised concerns about the use ofmarket orders 

by investors and whether market orders should be permitted. We support the examination ofthe 

current practices surrounding the use ofmarket orders, particularly the use ofstop loss orders and the 

related issue ofthe use ofstub quotes. by market makers. I I On May 6, the use ofmacketorders when 

stop loss orders were triggered may have led to automated selling that resulted in executions at aberrant 

prices. The use ofstub quotes may have further exacerbated the market decline, as they were executed 

as the only bids left in some stocks. 

D. Inconsistent Exchange Practices 

The combination ofthe NYSE "going slow" after the "liquidity replenishment points" in 
several stocks were triggered and several exchanges declaring "selfhelp" against NYSE Area severely 

limited liquidity on those exchanges that continued to execlite orders in an automated fashion. 'This 
contributed to the severe imbalance ofsell orders to buy orders and the resulting decline in stock prices. 

The Commission intends to study the impact of trading protocols at the exchanges that are designed to 

address major price movements in stocks and other unusual trading conditions, including the use of 

trading pauses by individual exchanges that supplement the market-wide circuit breakers, and "self: 

help" protocols that allow the markets to avoid routing to exchanges that are perceived to be 

responding too slowly. The Institute supports promoting consistency by the exchanges in both ~hese 

areas. 

E. Need for Coordination Across;A1l Types ofMarkets 

The events ofMay 6 showed the interdependency of the equity, options and future markets. 

For example, one area that has received much attention is trading in E-mini S&P 500 futures that day, 

and the connection between price discovery for the broader stock market and activity in the futures 

markets. We strongly support the examination ofthe linkages between all ofthese markets and 

whether rules need to be made consistent across all types of markets. 

11 A market order is an order to buy or sell a stock at the best available market price. A stop-loss order has a "stop price· that. 
for sell orders. are lower than current prices. When the stop price is reached. the order turns into a market order to sell. A 
stub quote is used by market makers when their liquidity has been exhausted, or ifthey are unwilling to provide liquidity, to 
comply with their obligacion to maintain a continuous cwo-sided quotation. 
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Ifyou have any questions on our comment letter, please feel free to contact me directly at (202) 
326-5815, or Ari Burstein at (202) 371-5408. 

Sincerely. 

/s/ Karrie McMillan 

Karrie McMillan 
General Counsel 

cc:	 The Honorable Mary L. Schapiro
 
The Ho~orable Kathleen L. Casey
 
The Honorable Elisse B. Walter
 
The Honorable Luis A. Aguilar
 
The Honorable Troy A. Paredes
 

Robert W. Cook. Director
 
James Brigagliano, Deputy Director
 
David Shillman, Associate Director
 
Division ofTrading and ,Markets
 

Andrew "Buddy" Donohue, Director
 
Division of Investment Management
 
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 
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June 23, 2010 

Ms. Elizabeth M. Murphy
 

Secretary
 
Securities and Exchange Commission _
 

100 F Street, N.E.
 
Washingcon, D.C. 20549
 

Re: Market Structure Roundtable (File No. 4-602) 

Dear Ms. Murphy: 

The Investment Company Institute l is writing to follow-up on its earlier submission regarding 
the CommissionJs]une 2 roundtable examining the current U.S. equity market structure.2 We are 
pleased that the Commission held the roundtable to facilitate a discussion of the critical issues 
impacting the securities markets, including how investors are faring under the current market structure, 

high frequency trading and undisplayed liquidity, and the relationship ofthese issues to the market 

events that occurred on May 6,2010. 

Despite the differing views expressed by roundtable participants on many of the issues 
discussed, it was clear that most participants agreed that an examination of the current structure ofthe 

U~S. equity markets is warranted given the significant changes in the markets. In addition, most 

participants believed that given the events that.occurred on May 6. the issues considered at the 
roundtable have taken on increased importance. . 

Our prior submission discusses in detail our recommendations on the reform of the current 

market structure. We urge the Commission to move expeditiously to examine the issues facing our 

markets and toconsider the Institute's recommendations on behalfofsignificant buyside participants. 

I The Investment Company Institute is the national association of U.S. investment companies, including mutual funds, 
closed·end funds, exchange-traded funds (ETFs), and unit investment truStS (UITs). ICI seeks to encourage adherence to 
high ethical standards. promote public understanding. and otherwise advance the interests of funds, their shareholders. 
directors. and advisers. Members of[CI manage total assets of$I1.97 trillion and serve almost 90 million shareholders. 

l Su Letter from Karrie McMillan. General Counsel, Investment Company Institute, to Elizabeth M. Murphy, Secretary. 

Securities and Exchange Commission, dated June 1,2010. 
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I. Issues Addressed in SEC Market Structure Concept Release 

The recommendations set forth by the Institute in our prior submissio!1 for the roundtable and 
in our comment letter on the Commission's concept release on the U.S. equity market structure) were 

echoed by many roundtable participants.4 In particular, we were pleased that several roundtable 

participants, representing both the buyside and the sellside, called for increased transparency regarding 

specific trading issues such as the order routing and execution practices ofbroker-dealers and other 

trading venues. Improved information about current trading practices and these market participants 

would allow investors to make better informed investment decisions and would assist regulators in 

understanding and surveiling the markets, a need that was made starkly apparent in the aftermath of 
the May 6 market events. 

As expected, there was no agreement on the benefits or costs of high frequency trading to the 

securities markets.5 We particularly agree with the statements ofmany participants regarding the need 

for more transparency and an examination ofthe current rules and regulations surrounding high 

frequency trading. For example, one roundtable participant highlighted the need for: (1) more 
information about high frequency traders and the practices ofhigh frequency trading firms; (2) an 
examination ofwhether high frequency trading firms should be subjected to certain quoting 

obligations; (3) an examination of the strategies employed by high frequency trading firms; (4) a means 
to curb the increasing number oforder cancellations in the securities markets; and (5) an examination 

of the incentives that currently exist for market participants to route orders to particular venues.6 As 

th~ Commission continues to examine the role ofhigh frequency trading, we echo these anq other 

related concerns. 

3 S~~ Letter from Karrie McMillan, General Counsd. Investment Company Institute. to Elizabeth M. Murphy. Secretary. 

Securities and Exchange Commission, dated April 21, 2010. 

4 S~e, e.g., Statement ofLarry Leibowitz. ChiefOperating Officer. NYSE Euronext. at SEC Market Structure Roundtable. 

June 2.2010 (among the moderate steps that should be looked at are obligations to the market by liquidity providers and 
incenting of displayed liquidity, as well as additional disclosure and scrutiny oforder handling practices. both for 
institutional and retail orders). 

~ See, e.g.• Statement ofSal Arnuk. Co-Founder and Panner. Themis Trading, at SEC Market Structure Roundtable.June 2. 

2010 ("While we believe that there may in fact be some beneficial types and attributes ofHFT. we also know first-hand that 
there are dark and murkier ponions:'): but see Statement ofJeffrey Wecker. President & Chief Executive Officer. Lime 

Brokerage. at SEC Market Structure Roundtable.June 2. 2010 ("High frequency trading provides a dramatic increase in 
liquidity. increased competition, promotes electronic efficiencies and lowers the COSt of trading, both through narrower 
spreads and lower commissions - all ofwhich have contributed to making the United States equity markets the best in the 
world). 

6 See Statement ofKevin Cronin. Global Head ofEquity Trading, Invesco, at SEC Market Structure Roundtable. June 2. 

2010. 
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Finally. as panelists recognized. undisplayed liquidity provides an important mechanism for 
transactions to interact without displaying the full scale ofan investor's trading interest. thereby 
lessening the cost ofimplemendng trading ideas and mitigating the risk of information leakage.' Other 
panelists noted that these venues can impede transparency. We continue to support the Commission's 
efforts to examine the impact ofcertain undisplayed liquidity on price discovery on the markets. while 
balancing the competing goal ofprotecting fund shareholders and other investors from the effects of ' 
information leakage. 

II. Market Structure Issues Arising from May 6 Events 

While"the roundtable focused on the thr~e ~ajor issues highlighted in the concept release. the 
events ofMay 6 and the related market structure issues were a strong underlying theme during the 
discussions. In our prior submission. we discussed the need for: (1) updated market-wide and stock-by
stock circuit breakers; (2) better procedures for resolving clearly erroneous trades; (3) an examination 
ofthe use ofmarket orders; (4) an examination ofthe inconsistent practices ofexchanges regarding 
addressing major price movements in stocks; and (5) better coordination across all types of markets. 

The Commission has focused on implementing the stock-by-stock circuit breaker pilo~ and the 
national securities exchanges and FINRA have now HIed proposed rules to clarify the process for 
breaking erroneous trades. We urge the Commission to move quickly to address the other market 
structure issues noted above. Most significantly. in addition to the market structure issues under the 
purview ofthe Commission that need to be examined. we urge a more robust discussion and 
examination of the linkages and interdependency ofthe equity. options and futures markets. We have 
seen how the connection between price discovery for the broader stock market and activity in the 
futures markets impacted events on May 6. It will be critical for the development ofeffective regulation 
that these markets work together as new regulations are developed. 

7 SU, e.g., Statement of Daniel Mathisson, Managing Director, Credit Suisse. at SEC Market Structure Roundtable, June 2. 

2010 ("Institutional traders. who collectivdy invest the savings ofmillions ofAmericans, expend a great deal ofeffort 
finding ways to buy and sell large amounts ofstock in a manner that will not adversdy move stock prices and hurt their 
investors. To accomplish this, traders have always used a variety oftrading techniques, including the use of"dark" 

liquidity.") 

8 The Institute remains concerned about the exclusion. to date. ofexchange-traded funds (tcETFs") from the stock-by-stock 
circuit breaker pilot. As we noted in our comment letter on the SRO circuit breake~ proposals. given the impact on ETFs of 
the market events on May 6, we believe it is imperative that ETFs be included in the circuit breaker pilot program as soon as 
possible. Su Letter from Karrie McMillan, General Counsel, Investment Company Institute. to Elizabeth M. Murphy. 

Secretary, Securities and Exchange Commission. dated June 3,2010. 
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As always, ifwe can be ofany assistance as the Commission continues its examination of 
trading and market structure issues, please feel free to contact me directly at (202) 326-5815, or Ari 
Burstein at (202) 371-5408. 

Sincerely, 

/s/ Karrie McMillan 

Karrie McMillan 
General Counsel 

. 
cc:	 The Honorable Mary L. Schapiro 

The Honorable Kathleen L. Casey 
The Honorable Elisse B. Walter 
The Honorable Luis A. Aguilar 
The Honorable Troy A. Paredes 

Roben W. Cook, Director
 
James Brigagliano, Deputy Director
 
David ShUlman, Associate Director
 
Division ofTrading and Markets
 

Andrew "Buddy" Donohue, Director
 
Division of Investment Management
 
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 
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June 3. 2010 

Ms. Elizabeth M. Murphy
 

Secretary
 
Securities and Exchange Commission
 
100 F Street. N.E.
 

. Washington, D.C. 20549 

Re: SRO Single Stock Circuit Breaker Proposals (File Nos. SR-BATS-2010-014. SR-BX-2010-03Z SR

NASDAQ-2010-061, SR-NSX-2010-05. SR-NYSE-2010-39. SR-NYSEArca-20JO-41. SR

NYSEAmex-2010-46. SR-1S.E-2010-48, SR-EDGA-2010-01. SR-EDGX-20JO-Ol. SR-CBOE-2010

04Z SR-FINRA-2010-025) 

Dear Ms. Murphy: 

The Investment Company Institute' is writing to provide comments on the proposed single 
stock circuit breakers HIed by the national securities exchanges and the Financial Industry Regulatory 
Authority ("FINRA") in response to the market events ofMay 6. The events ofMay 6 highlighted the 
need to implement a trading pause for individual securities in times ofmarket stress to mitigate 
instances ofsudden market volatility. The proposed circuit breakers are designed to implement such a 

pause. 

The Institute strongly supports single stock circuit breakers. The proper functioning ofthe 

securities markets is critical for Institute members. who are investors ofover $11 trillion ofassets on 
behalfofalmost 90 million individual shareholders. Registered investment companies and their 
shareholders have a strong interest in ensuring that the securities markets are highly efficient and that 
the regulatory structure that governs the securities markets promotes such efficiency. 

I The [nvestment Company Institute is the national association of U.S. investment companies. including mutual funds. 
closed-end funds. exchange-traded funds (ETFs). and unit investment trusts (UITs).ICI seeks to encourage.adherence to 
high ethical standards. promote public understandin~ and otherwise advance the interests of funds. their shareholders. 
directors. and advisers. Members of [CI manage (Otal assets of$11.97 trillion and serve almost 90 million shareholders. 
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While the proposed circuit breakers are a meaningful first step. other inefficiencies in our 
current market structure highlighted by the events ofMay 6 also must be addressed without delay. 
Specifically. there is an immediate need to examine: (1) procedures for resolving clearly erroneous 
trades; (2) the use ofmarket orders; (3) the inconsistent practices employed by ~xchanges to address 
major price movements in stocks; and (4) the lack ofcoordination across markets in the event ofa 
market disruption. In addition to these specific issues. the issues addressed by the Commission's 
concept release on the current U.S. equity market structure should be examined to further improve our 
markets.2 

I. Circuit Breaker Proposals 

Under the proposed rules. trading in a stock would pause across u.S. equity markets for.~ five
minute period in "the event that a stock experiences a ten percent change in price over the preceding five 
minutes. The circuit breaker would be in effect only from 9:45 a.m. to 3:35 p.m. Eastern Time. The 
circuit breakers would first be implemented via a pilot program consisting ofthe stocks comprising the 
S&P 500 index. We understand, however. that the parameters ofthe pilot are subject to change and 
that the scope of the pilot will expand beyond S&P 500 securities to include other securities such as 
exchange-traded funds ("ETFs") (discussed below). The pilot program would last until December 10. 
2010. 

At this time. and without sufficient data or experience to fully assess the operation of the 
proposed circuit breaker in times of market stress, we do not have a definitive view whether the 
proposed parameters wi1l accomplish the Commission's goal ofaddressing temporary and severe 
dislocations in the securities markets. We support the Commission's approach ofusing the pilot period 
"to make appropriate adjustments to the parameters or operation ofthe circuit breaker as warranted . 
based on ... experience. It) It is clear that the implementation of the circuit breakers will entail 
addressing several complex issues regarding its operation.4 We therefore urge the Commission to work 
closely wfth all market participants throughout the pilot program to resolve any issues that may arise. 
To that end. the Institute will supplement our views on the pilot program as necessary. 

2 Su SEC Rdease No. 61358 Oanuary 14.2010).75 FR3594 Oanuary 21.2010) (Concept Rdease on Equity Market 

Structure). available at httpi//www.sec.govlru,les/concept/2010/34-6 1358.pd£ S~~ also Letter from Karrie McMillan. 

General Counsel. Investment Company Institute. to Elizabeth M. Murphy. Secretary. Securities and Exchange 
Commission. dated April 21. 2010. . 

}See, ~.g., Testimony ofChairman Mary L. Schapiro. Examining the Causes and Lessons of the May 6th Market Plunge. 

before the Subcommittee on Securities. Insurance. and Investment ofthe United States Senate Committee on Banking. 
Housing. and Urban Affairs. May 20. 2010. available at http://www.sec.gov/newsltesrimony/201O/cs052010mls.htm 

4 For e~arnple. the opening ind re-opening processes for securities after a pause. the status ofexisting orders once a pause 
goes into effect. and how information about imbalances will be disseminated. among other things. all have yet to be fully 

resolved. 
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II. Inclusion of Exchange-Traded Funds in Circuit Breaker Pilot 

The May 6 market event impacred both individual securities and ETFs. As a result of the severe 

market decline, many trades were cancelled according to the securities markets' ".clearly erroneous 

rules," which provide the various securities exchanges with the ability to caned trades effected at prices 

that were sharply divergent from prevailing market prices. For trades effected on May 6, the exchanges 

determined to cancel any trades effected from 2:40 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. at prices 60 percent away from the 

last trade at or before 2:40 p.m. ETF trades comprised a majority of the cancelled trades 

approximately seventy percent of the trades according to the joint CFTC-SEC preliminaty report on 

the May 6 events.' 

", 
Given the impact on ETFs of the market events on May 6, we believe it is imperative that ETFs 

be included in the circuit breaker pilot program as soon as possible. Weare encouraged by the 

Commission's recognition that ETFs should soon be part of the pilot' We arc concerned, however, 

rhat if circuit breakers exist for individual securities contained in an ETF's basket, but not for the ETFs 

themselves, ETFs could again suffer disproportionately during a market event similar to that of May 6. 

Of immediate concern is the initial pilot program's failure to include ETFs that track the S&P 

500 or other indices with substantially overlapping securities 7 The market price of an ETF is typically 

highly correlated to the market price ofits basket ofcomponent securities. Under normal 

circumstances, ETFs will maintain this correlation even when trading has been halted for one or twO 

component securities. An ETF may experien~e a slight deviation from the price of its basket because of 

the challenge of pricing the non-trading security; the ETF's market makers niay also slightly widen the 

spread on the ETF to account for the risk associated with uncertain pricing of the non-trading security. 

Once the security begins trading again, the ETF price will typically realign with its basket in short order. 

As illustrated on May 6, however, when multiple underlying securities experience trading halts 

or slowdowns (i.e., the NYSE going into "slow mode"), the correlation berween the prices of an ETF 

and its underlying basket may experience more severe dislocation.' This scenario could repeat itselfif 

circuit breakers on several S&P 500 securities arc triggered before ETFs containing those securities arc 

~ Sa Repon of me Staffs of the CFTC and SEC (0 chcJoint Advisory Committee on Emerging Rcgubcory Issues, 

Preliminary Findings Regarding the Market Evems of May 6. 2010. dated May 18.2010. available at 

h((p:llww\v.s~c.gov/scc.cftc.prclimrcport.pd[ 

6 Sa. e.g., Testimony of Chairman Mary L. Schapiro. Jupra note 2 (scating that rhe pilot program's scope should "expand .._ 

to securities beyond rhe S&P 500 (including ETFs) as soon as practicable. "). 

7 A rdarcd concern is thar the proposed circuit brcakcr pilot is nor coordinatcd across other exchange-traded insrruments 

whose value is correlated co securities included in ehe pilot, such:tS futurcs and options. 

R Sec Appendix, "Effect of Aberrant Trading 011 May 6 on ETFs," for a more detailed discussion ofETF performance on 

MayG. 
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included in the pilot program. We therefore urge the Commission to include in the pilo~ program, as 
soon as possible, ETFs that track the S&P 500 or indices with substantially overlapping securities. As 

additional stocks are added to the circuit breaker pilot, ETFs containing those securities also should be 
added at the same time.9 Additionally, while we believe it is appropriate for the pilot program to apply 
the same circuit breaker triggers to ETFs initi~y (i.e., ten percent change in price over the preceding 

five minutes), we urge the Commission and exchanges to use the pilot program to consider whether a 
different trigger is appropriate for ETFs. 

Ifyou have any questions on our comment letter, please feel free to contact me directly at (202) 
326-5815, Ari Burstein at (202) 371-5408, or Mara Shreck at (202) 326-5923. 

Sincerely, 

lsI Karrie McMillan 

Karrie McMillan 
General Counsel 

cc:	 The Honorable Mary L. Schapiro 
The Honorable Kathleen L. Casey 
The Honorable Elisse B. Walter 
The Honorable Luis A. Aguilar 
The Honorable Troy A. Paredes 

Robert W. Cook, Director
 

James Brigagliano, Deputy Director
 
Division ofTrading and Markets
 

Andrew J. Donohue, Director
 
Division ofInvestment Management
 
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 

Appendix 

9 Consistent with this approach. because closed-end funds are also exchange traded products. as securities i~ which they 
invest are added to the pilot. closed-end funds whose portfolios are substantially comprised ofthese securities also should be 

added [0 the pilot. 
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July 19,2010 

Ms. Elizabeth M. Murphy
 

Secretary
 
Securities and Exchange Commission
 
100 F Street, N.E.
 

Washingron. D.C. 20549
 

Re: SRO Single Stock Circuit Breaker Proposals (File Nos. SR-BATS-2010-18, SR-BX-2010-044. SR

NASDAQ;2010-079. SR-NSX-2010-08. SR-NYSE-2010-49. SR-NYSEArca-2010-61, SR

NYSEAmex-2010-63. SR-ISE-2010-66. SR-EDGA-2010-05. SR-EDGX~2010-0S. SR-CBOE-2010

065, SR-FINRA-2010-033. SR-CHX-2010-14J 

Dear Ms. Murphy: 

The Investment Company Institute! strongly supports the proposed amendments. filed by the 
national securities exchanges and the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority. to expand the single 

stock circuit breaker pilot program. Specifically, the proposed amendments ~dd securities included in 
the Russell 1000 Index as well as a number ofexchange-traded products, including specified exchange

traded funds ("ETFs"), to the current pilot program. 

As the proposals note. adding the proposed additional securities is a step towards addressing 

concerns that the scope ofthe pilot currently may be too narrow. In addition, as discussed further 

below. including ETFs in the pilot addresses several concerns previously expressed by the Institute 

regarding their exclusion from the first phase of the pilot.2 We appreciate the exchanges' addressing 

these concerns on a timely basis. 

IThe Investment Company' Institute is the national association of U.S. investment companies, including mutual funds, 
closed-end funds, exchange-traded funds (ETFs). and unit investment trusts (UITs).ICI seeks to encourage adherence to 

high ethical standards, promote public understanding. and otherwise advance the interests of funds, their shareholders. 
directors, 'and advisers. Members ofICI manage [Otal assets of$I1.42 trillion and serve almost 90 million shareholders. 

2 See Letter from Karrie McMillan, General Co~nsel, Investment Company Institute. to Elizabeth M. Murphy, Secretary, 

Securities and Exchange Commission. dated June 3. 2010. 
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Inclusion ofETFs in Circuit Breaker Pilot Program 

The proposal requests comment on a number of issues regarding the inclusion ofETFs within 
the circuit breaker pilot program and. in particular. the benefits and risks of inclu4ing ETFs in the pilot. 

When the first phase of the pilot was proposed. the Institute expressed concerns over the failure 

to include ETFs that track the S&P 500 Index or other indices with substantially overlapping securities. 

many ofwhich securities would be part of the pilot. As we explained in our prior letter. the market 
price ofan ETF is typically highly correlated to the market price of its basket ofcomponent securities. 
Under normal circumstances. when trading has been halted for one or two component securities, an 

ETF may experience a slight deviation from the price of its basket because of the challt;nge ofpricing 
the non-trading security; the ETF may 3lso trade with a wider spread to account for the associated risk. 
Still, the price of the ETF sh.ould retain a correlation to its basket. 

As illustrated on May 6.2010. however. ,when multiple underlying securities experience trading 

halts or slowdowns. combined with the impact ofa number of inefficiencies in our current market 
structure. the correlation between the prices ofan ETF and its underlying basket may experience more 
severe dislocation. This scenario could repeat itself ifcircuit breakers on several S&P 500 Index or 
Russell 1000 Index securities are triggered before ETFs containing those securities are included in the 

pilot. We therefore are highly supportive that the proposal includes the proposed ETFs in the pilot. 

Excluding ETFs from circuit breakers that contain the individual securities comprising the ETFs' 

baskets creates risks that ETFs could again suffer disproportionately during a market event similar to 

that ofMay 6. which risks far outweigh any perceived benefits ofexcluding such ETFs. 

. The proposals also note that the amendments include several ETFs on broad-based indices 

that also underlie options and futures products and that some commenters, particularly the non-eq':!iey 

exchanges. have raised concerns about whether halting an index-based ETF may adversely impact an 

index-based option or future. The events ofMay 6 illustrate the interdependency of the equity. options 

and futures markets and the need for coordinating across all types ofmarkets. The Institute strongly 
supports the examination ofthe con'nection between price discovery for the equity markets and activity 

in the futures markets and whether rules need to be made consistent across all types of markets. We 

also recognize concerns that the circuit breaker pilot is not coordinated across other exchange-traded 

instruments whose value is correlated to securities included in the pilot. such as futures and options. 

The need for an examination of, and action on. these issues. however, should not prevent the inclusion 

in the pilot ofETFs on broad-based indices. Delaying implementation of the current proposals would 

put these ETFs at risk should the component securities experience volatility similar to that experienced 

on May 6.3 

J Scveral questions remain regarding the parametcrs that should be used to detcrminc which ETFs should be included in the 
pilot. For ~xample. the proposed amendments do not include leveraged ETFs. The proposals explain that because the 10 
percent trigger for circuit breakers in the pilot is not being amended. and because the exchanges do not believe that a 10 
perce~t price movement is an appropriate threshold fodeveraged ETFs. the exchanges are not proposing to include 
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Ifyou have any questions on our comlllent lenC[, please feel free to contacr me direcrly at (202) 

326-5815, Ari Bursrein ar (202) 371-5408, or Mara Shreck at (202) 326-5923. 

Sincerely, 

/s/ Kartie McMillan 

Kartie McMillan 

General Counsel 

cc:	 The Honorable Mary L. Schapiro 

The Honorable Kathleen L. Casey 

The Honorable Elisse B. Walrer 

The Honorable Luis A. Aguilar 

The Honorable Troy A. Paredes 

Robert \V. Cook, Director
 

James Brigagliano, Deputy Director
 

Division ofTrading and Markets
 

Andrew J. Donohue, Direcror 

Division of Investment Management 

U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 

!

'" .r 

leveraged ETFs for now. We urge rhe: Commission to continue to usc rhe pilof program (Q consider whether diffcn:m· 

[riggers arc appropriate for diffcrclH p.roducrs. 
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July 19,2010 

Ms. Elizabeth M. Murphy 

Secretary 

Securities and Exchange Comm~ssion
 

100 F Street, N~E.
 

Washington, D.C. 20549 

Re: Clear~yErroneous Executions (pile Nos. SR-BATS-2010-16. SR-CHX-2010-l3. SR-EDGA

2010-03. No. SR-EDGX-20l0-03. SR-ISE-20l0-62, SR-FINRA-2010-32. SR-BX-20l0-40. 

SR-NASDAQ-2010-76. SR-NSX-2010-07. SR-NYSE-2010-47. SR-NYSEAmex-2010-60. and 

SR-NYSEArca-2010-58) 

Dear Ms. Murphy: 

The Investment Company Institute' strongly supports the concept underlying the 

proposed amendments, filed by the national securities exchanges and the Financial Industry 

Regulatory Authority ("FINRA"), to change the rules relating to clearly erroneous executions 

("CEE").2 The amendments would clarify the process for breaking erroneous trades by 

imposing specific parameters by which trades would be broken and provide uniform treatment 

across the exchanges for CEE reviews. We believe, however, that the parameters proposed in 

the amendments may result in unintended consequences, as discussed below. We urge the 

'The Investment Company Institute is the national association of U.S. investment companies. including mutual 
funds. closed-end funds. exchange-traded funds (ETFs). and unit investment trusts (UITs). leI seeks to 
encourage adherence to high ethical standards. promote public understanding. and otherwise advance the interests 
of funds. their shareholders. directors. and advisers. Members ofiCI manage COtai assets of $11.42 trillion and 
serve almosr 90 million shareholders. 

2 Su SEC Release No. 62340 Uune 21. 20(0). File No. SR-B~TS-2010-16; SEC Release No. 62336 Uune 21. 

20(0). File No. SR-CHX-2010-13; SEC Rc:lease No. 62338 Uune 21.20(0). File No. SR-EDGA-2010-03; SEC 
Release No. 62339 Oune 21. 20(0). File No. SR-EDGX-201O-03; SEC Release No'. 62330 Uune 21.2010). File 
No. SR-ISE-201O-62; SEC Release No. 62341 Oune 21. 20(0). File No. SR-FINRA-2010-32; SEC Release No. 
62342 Uune 21. 2010). File No. SR-BX-2010-40; SEC Release No. 62334 Oune 21. 20(0). File No. SR
NASDAQ-2010-76; SEC Release No. 62331 Oune 21. 2010). File No. SR-NSX-2010-07 SEC Release No. 62333 
Oune 21, 2010) File No. SR-NYSE-2010-47; SEC Release No. 62332 Oune 21, 2010). File No. SR-NYSEAmex
2010-60; and SEC Release No. 62335 Oune 21.20(0). File No. SR-NYSEArca-2010-58. 
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Commission w carefully examine ehe risks of ehe proposed numerical guidelines before 

approving ehe exchanges and FINRA's amendmems. 

Under cunem rules, ehere is no clearly defined framework for breaking enoneollS 

crades, and exchanges have discreeion w choose ehe specific percemage ehreshold ae which w 
beeak erades. Consequendy, on May 6, exchanges broke erades ehae were more chan 60 percent 

away from the "reference price") in a process that was not transparent to market participants 

and did noe operate in ehe bese interest ofinvesw[S. The uncenainey sutrounding ehe CEE 

rules, and eherefore ehe risks associaced wieh eneering buy orders during ehe downslide, caused 

some markee makers, who normally would be making cwo-sided mark",s, w seep away from ehe 

marker.' The absence of markee makers and ocher pwfessional eraders' significandy reduced 

ehe supply of liquidiey in ehe marker. Specifically, eheir absence allowed ehe influx ofsell orders 

w sweep quickly through available liquidiey on ehe exchanges otder books in an effon w obcain 

an execueion ae any price, ehereby coneriburing w ehe rapid and dramaeic May 6 markee decline. 

By making ie clearer when, and at what prices, erades would be broken, ehe proposed 

amendmencs would provide greaeer cenainey ro markee makers and ocher craders of ehe CEE 

review process. and should reduce the frequency with which these marker participants step 

away from the markee in eimes of scress. The amendmencs also would limie ehe exchanges' 

discreeion w diverge from ehe eseablished procedures and numetical guidelines in the rules, 

again providing greater certainty to market participants. 

Some members, however, have highligheed concerns wieh ehe specific paramerers for 

breaking crades in ehe proposed CEE amendmencs. For example, ehere may be ehe poeemial for 

manipulaeion in evems involVing muleiple swcks ehae ate noc subjecr w ehe single swck circuie 

breaker pilot program· The proposed amendmems would break crades ehae arc ae lease 10 

percem away from ehe teference price for markee evems involving berween five and ewenry 

} The "reference price" 'is typically the bsr sale before pricing is disrupted. 

~ Su Lcrccr from Karric McMilbn, General Counsel, InvcsunCfl{ Company Institute, to Elizabeth M. Murphy, 

Secretary. Securities and Exchange Commission, dated June 3. 20 I0 ('" Ie IJune 20 I0 Lcm:r"). Sa also, Statemenc 

ofLeonardJ. Amoruso. Senior Managing Director and General Counsel Knight Capital Group, Inc.. before the 

CFTC-SEC Advisory Committee on Emerging Regul:ttory Issues. June 22, 2010. available at 

hrrp:l!www.sc;c.gov/commcncs/26S-26/265-26-20.pdf Marker makers have anecdotally indicared to members 

char as a price approaches a decline of 10 percenc from opening. d\ey will srep away to avoid being exposed to 

negative selection (when one side of a hedge transaction is completed. while the other side is cancelled. leaving the 

trader exposcd). 

,. 

'. 
~ Othcr professional traders. such as high frequency tr:J.ders. have no obligation or incentive (0 trade during (imes 

of market stress. Sa ICl June 20 I0 Letter. 

to Set SEC Press Release 2010-98. SEC Approves New Stock-b)'-StocK Circuit Breaker Rules, dared June 10.2010, 

avaibble at htCp:l!www.scc.gov/ncws/prrss/20 10120 I0-98.1H1I1. 
<. 
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stocks and at least 30 percent away for events involving more than twenty stocks. Presumably. 

the use ofa larger percentage for events involving more than twenty stocks is designed to 
accommodate price disco~ery in broader market events. What is to prevent a market 

participant. however. from forcing a market event into the 30 percent category.by manipulating 
the stock ofa twenty-first stock, in order to have the flexibility to trade at wider spreads with 
respect to the twenty-one stocks affected by the market event? We do not believe it would be 

difficult or costly to compel this outcome because of the advances in trading technology and the 

potentially small amount ofcapital that would be required to push down the price ofa single 
srock . 

We also request that the C?mmission require the exchanges and FINRA to provide 

clarity in the proposed amendments regarding the application ofthe CEE rules intra-day. For 
example, ifa market decline triggers the CEE rules intra-day with respe~t to a s~ock that was 
priced at $25.0 I, so the CEE price is below $25. the proposed amendments do not explain at 
what priceotrading would be calculated for the next pOtential application ofthe CEE rules. 

Would it be at 5 percent for stocks between $25 and $50 or 10 percent for stocks priced at less 

than $25? 

While we support the proposed amendments, we note that the changes only address the 
procedural component of the CEE rules. The amendments do not speak specifically to the use 
of the rules by market participants. Members report that market participants often seek to use 
the rules to break trades that are disadvantageous to them. as opposed to ((clearly erroneous. n 

Further, some exchanges do not rigorously review CEE claims and regularly grant the request to 

break trades. We encourage the Commission to ensure that exchanges are vigilant in 

ascertaining that trades are broken only when truly erroneous -i.e., obviously incorrect or 

resulting from extraordinary market conditions or circumstances in which the cancellation of 

the trade is necessary to maintain a fair and orderly market or to protect the public interest. 

Otherwise, the uncertainty surroundi~g the rules will continue to plague the markets. 

Finally, we note that the proposed amendments complement last month's Commission 

approval ofa uniform set ofsingle stock circuit breakers.7 We commend the Commission, the 

exchanges, and FINRA for their efforts to quickly address problems in our current market 

structure which contrib~ted to the events ofMay 6. In moving forward. we reiterate to the 
Commission our belief in the importance ofaddressing without delay other inefficiencies in our 

current market structure and in doing so with holistic solutions where possible. 

.. .. .. .. 

7 [d. 
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Ifyou have any questions on our comment letter, please feel free to contact me directly 
at (202) 326-5815. Ari Burstein at (202) 371-5408 or Heather Traeger at (202) 326-5920. 

Sincerely, 

lsi Karrie McMillan 

Karrie McMillan 
General Counsel 

cc:	 The Honorable Mary L. Schapiro 

The Honorable Kathleen L. Casey 
The Honorable Elisse B. Walter 

The Honorable Luis A. Aguilar 

The Honorable Troy A. Paredes 

Robert W. Cook, Director
 

James Brigagliano, Deputy Director
 
Division ofTradfng and Markets
 

Andrew J. Donohue, Director
 

Division oflnvescment Management
 
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 


